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THE MEANING OF PSI UPSILON.

Everything is for use. Everything that has a right to exist can give
a reason for its existence. This fraternity is no exception to the rule.

Why Psi Upsilon ?

In college it meant pre-eminently good fellowship. Of course every
one is aware that the same fraternity in different chapters may seek

different ends, precisely as in the same college different fraternities

have different aims. Excellence in scholarship, the prizes, " athletics,"
a jolly good time, morals, theological discussion, and religious work,
refuge from oudenism, the town entree, etc.�these are some of the vari
ations of " specialties," with possible combinations of the above, which
give to college fraternities their distinctive personality ; and the per

sonality is a very marked thing. There is no more mistaking it than

there is mistaking political parties in the State, ecclesiastical denomina
tions in a village, or the varying character marks among individual men^

Psi Upsilon, /whatever else the institution stands for, is known fof

its good fellowship, it may be safely asserted, in every successful chap
ter, and in all periods of its history. It is not to be disguised nor apolo
gized for, either, that the ruling purpose of its founders never has been

scholarship, nor prizes, nor physical culture, nor philosophical or relig
ious discjissian.

' Psi Upsilon is a social organization ; its aims are sim

ply all ttet is best in social life. Psi Upsilon is, if it realize its ideal;
good society^clean, wholesome, helpful, satisfying, good society. The

term " good society " has a genuine and a spurious meaning in the outer

world, as we know. It too often means snobbery, vulgar wealth, old
families, and other factitious belongings of men. It is hardly necessary
to repudiate all such definitions. The term has a genuine meaning on

the lips of our common-sense wives and mothers, who are the best

conservators of the social State. And what a pure-hearted woman

means of her world when she seeks and values good society, that an

intelligent Psi Upsilon means of his college world when he insists

that his fraternity is good society.
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It is not intended to so much as admit that there are two sides to

the question, whether a purely social institution has a rightful place
among a lot of young fellows who are making study for the time their

sole business. Let those who question explain as they can the breaks

down of the book-worm in college, a ruin identical with the nervous

prostration of the business or professional slave who denies himself the

softening recreations of domestic enjoyments, proper and reasonable

amusements, and physical exercise. It cannot be denied that the

cloister habit is out of place in our country, in our century. Our great
est living philosophers are society men. Crowds of gay people fresh

from Belgravia throng the lecture room of Professor Tyndall every
season in London. The foremost scientific association of the time has

just taken its wives and daughters on a regular course of Canadian

junketing, while assembled for the most profound deliberation. Social
science is the new Baconian ripeness of centuries of study.
It is not ours to defend what to us is axiomatic, that the non-soci

ety man is injured for life by his enforced or voluntary solitude. We

know, from experience, what the unorganized, undirected mob associ
ation of a crowd of boys in a preparatory school, where the fraternities
are scarce worthy of the name, does for one's manners, sympathies, and
morals. Men associating with men exclusively, for any period of time,
andwithout organized effort for the amenities of social life, soon degene
rate in morals. The army, the forecastle, themining camp, are familiar in
stances. And it is significant that in the regiment, the ship on long
voyages, and on thefrontier�spontaneously, almost, onewould say�or

ganized social life springs up for self-protection against the invasion of
its vulgar tendency, if there be but two or three bright men to take
the initiative. If it were urged that frequent vacations ought to sup
ply the lack for college men�and it has been somewhat cynically as
serted by college professors who disfavor fraternities that the boys were
not dying for the want of the other sex and the other ages, in three
months' deprivation�it might be replied, were we arguing the point,
that a month in a youth's life is equal to a year in an adult's life ; the
senses are keener, the motions quicker, the crises incalculably more fre
quent. And this fact remains. Notwithstanding all that persistent and
mistaken energy has attempted to crush out the fraternities from sever
al American colleges, it is an open secret that in not a single instance
has the attempt succeeded. A derisive laughter is in all the air at the
miserable failures of the authorities who have undertaken to be wiserthan nature. There is no college without its fraternities. Where repres
:sion has been the policy, however, instead of strong, honored and
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chaptered fraternities, promising a wide and useful acquaintance in
after years, we know there exists the wretched little junto, secret in all
senses, and often with the taints of secresy.
It would seem an absurdity to organize a school within a school, a

fraternity devoted to purely scholastic progress, a sort of voluntary
assistant to the faculty. If the curriculum is not full enough, suggest
more studies, young gentlemen, or longer tasks. No doubt you can

be accommodated ; and yet, of course, a social assemblage will occupy
itself with something else beside feasting, song and jest. Who does
not remember the " literary exercises " of many a social band as inex

pressibly delightful: the freedom of friendly criticism, the happy
blending of privacy and publicity, the stimulating attention of a

mutual admiration society, if you please, the generous applause, the
unharmful disapprobation, the encouragement of the timid, and the

* rebuke of the conceited, the debate free as air, the contention without
bitterness ? Heaven be praised for it! There never was such a place ;
after-life never opened such an arena, where everybody was in turn a

victor without vanity and a vanquished without shame. No doubt
this is good fellowship. Probably it would be impossible to assemble
a company of college men possessing any character whatever for studi
ous habit who would content themselves without literary exercises.
If a fellow has taken a prize, who will be so deHghted to hear him

repeat his oration as the generous hearts of his brethren? Where will
the pluming poet find such hearing as within the sacred walls of his
" college home circle ?" The young Mozart will touch the keys for
iio one as he will on the dear old organ or piano, around which so

many glorious fellows have clustered, for the deHght of " the boys."
Oh, what symphonies have I heard improvised,�inspired, and borne
aloft by the place and the time,�when some genius, who afterward

may be, wasted himself on dry goods or the law, held us by the hour,
of twilight cigar-dreaming musings : perhaps never such reveries of

youthful hearing ; never such air-castles ; perhaps it was all these
combined and shut in by the dear old four walls.
It is; not, however, as a student, that a man enters the good society ;

of Psi Upsilon lodge meetings, any more than as a stutlent he goes out \
to dine and pass the evening with some fine family in town occasion- S

ally, if he be so fortunate as to have the entree. What would be con- -

sidered pedantic and unbearable in one place would in the other. ;

� Anything that he may offer out of a scholar's life is merely a contribu- i
tion to the general good time. An ideal Psi Upsilon meeting is. a

pure and unmixed social hour, of the cleanest character that it is
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possible for a company of high-minded young gentleman to obtain,
without the other sex and the other ages.
It is suggested whether or not some chapters have not felt unwillingly

forced, by some local society who made scholarship their specialty,
; into an unfortunate rivalry for scholastic pre-eminence. Such a course

; is well enough if it can consist with the preservation of generous man-

1 liness as the first requisite in a Psi Upsilon. But to take mean-

; spirited fellows because they have "stand," to welcome selfish, grasping
'
men because their self-centering has posted them to the front in their
class ; to be indifferent to uncongenial elements of character, dried up
sensibilities, narrowness, intense and all absorbing ambition, a dull eye

,
and a cold hand, because of pre-eminence in the course or a half-
dozen prize-scalps danghng at the savage's belt,�all this is to be
considered. The public sentiment of the fraternity at large should
make itself felt in opposition. This is simply contrary to the genius of
the old fraternity. Heart is our center. There are fraternities with
whom it is head�and heart if you can get it ; but of all things head..
It is almost fo be feared that in some locahties a contagion of this
kind has tainted us.

It may be objected that each chapter has a perfect right to conform
itself to whatever model of excellence it please. And this is true, so far
as rights are interpreted only on the grounds of rent and interest money,
mere physical ownership. But a chaptered fratemity is not a local
property. It is a wide importance of traditions and practices instituted
before we were born, a companionship, to be admitted in which was a

privilege bestowed by others upon certain understandings binding as.
iron law among gentiemen. A chapter is established only by conven

tion; any and every handful of men who so pleased, at any time, in
any place�a preparatory school, for instance, or a foundry�cannot
constitute themselves Psi Upsilons. The charter is a favor granted �

hence, no chapter is independent, in honor, of the general body. The
leading men of every chapter arfe bound to study the history and aims.
of the past, bound to keep them.selves famihar with the best and most
characteristic elements of the present; and then, by precept and ex
ample, insist that Psi Upsilon shall ever be Psi Upsilon. We are notAlpha Delta Phi's^ Every college man can recognize a difference.

KeeptoTha!? ' ''' ^'"'�"'" ^ ^'^ ^P^^^�^ ^^ ^ ^'^ Upsilon..

Psfunin�'�"�''^ *^^' �^<=asionally, we hear it said : " What thePsi Upsilon ism your college ''-fine fellows, for instance-" that theA. B. C. s are m our college." It is true ofmany a chaptered frater-
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nity that the badge is about all the similarity between the men in dif
ferent colleges. This is unlucky. In fact, it is well known in what

�colleges your society men are likely to be congenial when you meet,
and what ones you will not fancy. No doubt this want of homoge
neity affects all chartered fraternities, as it does all cosmopolitan institu
tions. The people of your church are not all what they are in your
town or street ; your political party is a different thing measured on

the social scale. North and South. And yet, homogeneity is the very
promise and hope of a chaptered fraternity. It may unquestionably be
pronounced the very idea� the only idea�of a chaptered fraternity. As
well belong to a " local," and better, too ; for you choose your own

-associates unless others keep the promise to choose by the same

rule that you would use. The agreement is to give you, in a dozen

colleges of the land, fellows after your own heart ; and not for a brief
�college day alone, but for years of after life. Surely, it is a pretty
dream, not peculiar to ourselves, of course, but old as the associations
�of man on the earth.

Is the old dream hopeless of realization, with so small and easily
-supervised a constituency as we represent ? I. trust not There are

minor obstacles to its realization that can be quickly disposed of, it
Tvould seem.

ist. " A chapter is young, and must take what it can get." By no ;

>means. A mere handful ofmen, with the Psi Upsilon in them, is sure )
to grow. It is better to grow slow than fast, for any thing. <

2d. " We need numbers to bear our heavy burdens." You should \

Tiot have contracted the burdens. But if you have you would un- i

doubtedly find friends beyond your chapter limits who would gladly j
help you, if you are likely to be true to yourselves. Men from other ]
�chapters would prefer to see you self-respectful ; they would prefer to !

help your escape from the folly of your big chapter house, rather than
that you lower the standard for the sake of " many hands making j
light burdens." It is to be hoped that, in the near future, the question j
�of struggling chapters will receive new and more practical considera
tion at conventions.

3d. " Like begets like." "We have gotten down -and cannot get
up." That is not an American answer. Reform is the order of the

�day. If you have future political dreams, try your hand in rejuvenat
ing and " elevating " in your own Chapter. Break the mould. Begin
with the very next class, if you only take a single man from it. Invite

lielp from without. Get five or six of the best men from some unmis

takably fine chapter- to visit you, inspire you, and set a better exam-
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pie. I am addressing, of course, the two or three, or even one,
man discontented with the decline or variation in his chapter.
Really, however, the difficulty is more radical ; difficulty or remedy,

from whichever side you view it. Let us say remedy, for the situa
tion is full of hope. There needs only to be a plain, clear, and uni
form conception of the Psi Upsilon idea.
A chapter notorious for its carousals, its spendthrift extravagance, its

Paris morals, is not Psi Upsilon in idea; it is a reproach to us all; it
it a cruel outrage.
A chapter known for its hard cash and abundance of pocket-

money, good clothes,' and other fine feathers, is not true to us. Many
of the manhest of men, noblest in heart, and clearest in head, are poor
bom in America.
A chapter of prudes and canters would belie us.
A chapter of numskulls and fat wits, the mere scrapings of the

: college, is insufferably false to us, let us seriously hope ; and yet no-
more false than our compound of juiceless drudges who can onlysmile mercenarily at a professor's joke.
/ The ideal Psi Upsilon character considers every element of man
hood important. But it undoubtedly puts fellowship first There is, .

; m human nature, a generosity that all men admire, though the major-
; ity lack. Generosity, like charity in St. Paul's marvelous apostropheto the Connthians, is difficult to define. Indeed, it has seemed to me
that very passage of inspiration descriptive of charity was itself a
most befitting portraiture of the Psi Upsilon idea Read it, and thinkof some pattem man you have known among us, and witness my cor-

i rectness. That something which makes the tongue more than a
sounding brass and tinkling cymbal is the thing to be sought for, gentlemen undergraduates, when you are picking out future brethren for

^^^i y�" P'7^- That something that gives a glow to knowledge,making It tender and helpful to a friend's needs; that which no man
can describe yet many of us have felt; which tends to " faith," a power
mind Th b

"'
T" ''' ^-bter-that is the ideal Psi Upsilonmind. The benevolence of good nature and abundant; the courage

onTaXfte:'^'^'^ " ^7"^"'^ ^�^^ ^ *^^ ^^^^ '^^^ ^^^^-
2l^l^^cu"" r-"""''^'''''''''''^ ^" "*^^-^" that affection

Tehavi r andi^'""*^ " T "' '�"'"^^ ^'^ ^�^^ "^^^ --i^ers.

of ouro:;ie:? ' "^'^ P-voked"-what is all this but the ideal

/ ful^'^'^pearonr'^ '"'' '�'' ^^^P-dency. Such men are not help-jM. I speak of the constitutional bias. Select no man who habitl
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I ally looks on the dark side. We may owe duties to such minds, but
I not to make them Psi Upsilons. A youth who never had a youth ex-

jcept in years, to whom there shines no roseate future, who cannot
'dream and hope and believe all things, a youth to whom this world is
a dull, gloomy workshop�let some other society take him. Heaven
knows this world has shadows enough without our being obliged to sit,
for social hours, in the shadow of such faces. It may be a man's mis-

' fortune, if you please, but he cannot become a good Psi Upsilon.
Hopefulness, courage, faith in men and things, and in God our all, is
essential. No atheist can be admitted to perhaps the oldest secret

society extant .
No more should he be to ours.

A good Psi Upsilon ought to enjoy reading Ivanhoe. The chivalric
element would seem congenial to his mind. Boyhood is its era of

poetry, if we ever have one, and the daring for duty, the adventure for

beauty and to defend innocence. The reverence for woman painted
on the Scott canvas is the very test you want to discover the Psi Upsi
lon mind.

Psi Upsilon would rather have a man of strong and abiding com

mon sense than an eccentric genius who had only one bearable side to
his prison ; he would make a better friend; you would rather introduce
him to your marriageable sister. General capacity, a symmetry of j
intellectual endowment, produces the best results in the struggle -of i
hfe here in the last years of a century whose name is Com- �

petition.- I do not believe Psi Upsilon prizes shrewdness and sharp- \

ness ; for they are akin to cruelty, and are the signs of weakness. /

The strong, manly man is open and direct; he has the consciousness '

of being able, without the need of indirection. The shrewd man is

rarely ever a good companion ; you do not love him ; you fear, study,
and use him, rather ; and his society begets selfishness in you�the

very thing Psi Upsilon abhors.
Psi Upsilon is not a correctional institution ; though, of course, it

seeks to conserve the morals of its members," and is scrupulous in re

buking declensions of character. The Fraternity has rescued many a

noble heart by its patient ministry of redemption. Yet, it is an out

rage to take a man of confessed looseness of character and laiown bad
habits. Suppose he has talents, wealth, connections, splendid compen
sating heartiness�let others have him^�you, young gentlemen under

graduates, are right at the quarry of the coming generation. Please
take your pick carefully ; select clean fellows; we want no crimes to

condone ; among so many, you surely can give us boys with a clean

boy's record, for that is not a long one to look over. There ought to
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be a rigor of discipline in Psi Upsilon. Many a man comes from col

lege, retaining the right to give us the grip, whom you should have

expelled. We older men confess to a similar laxity. It is to be feared

that expulsion is a rare thing in all fraternities; but who will assert that
it is a irare need ? If the secret token is to be a passport to cordial ac

quaintanceship in after life, a strict supervision should precede it.

What becomes of the society men who are expelled from college, for

good cause ? Too mean to be kept in the general body, are they still

to be kept in the heart ? One would think that a fellow who had dis

graced himself, and had not the virtue to repent, might at least, by a

passing throb of gratitude, relieve old Psi Upsilon of himself volun

tarily.
j Psi Upsilon, meaning friendship, of course means a lofty sense of

personal honor. A friendship with a false tongue to set it on fire is

short-lived. Friendship pre-supposes all kinds of trustworthiness. The

times demand men whose very religion it is to be safe custodians of
that which, not their own, is reposed in their hands. A youth who is
careless of meum et tuum is not an uncommon discovery. Strict and

scrupulous honesty is better than genius. Who cheats with " helps ?"
Not a man of genuine " heart." He had better be left ouden if he
cannot captain the foot-ball team and yet keep his place without dis
honest helps. Don't send us out such "brothers," no matter what re

deeming qualities they may possess. We have altogether too many
such brothers in the churches, even; men who cannot, dare not take
to the open field of fair competition, but keep themselves by special
legislation and monopolistic combination, while they strive to even-

up by heavy ecclesiastical combinations. I appeal to the gray heads
among us if the Psi Upsilon idea was not, from the beginning, a high
and delicate sense of personal honor. The very name suggests trust
worthiness of the most sacred character. Life is so severe, so harsh
and hard in its contentions, that, if a youth of eighteen has few scruples,
you may well stand clear of him by the time he is forty. There is
something to "blood;" not, however, beyond the father and mother
who trained us. A son of a good home, a wise and virtuous home, a
home whose culture is somethingmore thanbric-a-brac and big dividends,
will in all probability make a good Psi Upsilon. Many are the homes
of this class, young gentlemen, which are hid in the farmer's fields and
the mechanic's back street. Itis silly to spit at opulence; but it is
not silly to remember the demoralizing effects of wealth on every pros
perous nation of history. God forbid that Psi Upsilon should sell her-

"^ self, as many a college corporation seems not ashamed to do, and
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! wink at taints that smellrank,for the sake of " bigmoney ;" and, in this
connection, I venture the comparison of the course pursued by the of-

i ten maligned secret societies and the purblind authorities of the old

; college. Psi Upsilon never put a man's name in place of the fond old

j letters because, forsooth, he would " give us a synagogue," erect for us

a hall. And there is not to be found among us that truckling to wealth,
; no questions asked, that is too often to be found among the college
fathers. May it never be ! There is more education, gentlemen, in
example than in percept.
It will hardly seem an unworthy reference, in the interest of good-

fellowship, to speak of physical health. Vitality is everything. Suc

cess in life depends more on the stomach than the brain, now-a-days.
Your best friend will hold you long if he is full-charged with a healthful

vitality. Probably it is true that no man arrives at preeminence who

is not superior in vitality to his fellows. Health is grace and comeli

ness, even under the rudest clothes. Health is good to look upon.
Health can make a better appearance, without half trying, than sickness
can, at its best endeavor. Health has much to do with good morals;
it is cheerful, hopeful, brave, competent, continent. Health is every

thing to the brain. A small cranium with a vitalized, well-nourished
brain in it, is the one that will wear the crown, be sure of that. It

may be safely asserted that hearty Psi Upsilon has always regarded
the physical shape of her men. Thin-blooded fellows are not wanted
�we may as well say it. Jangling nerves will not do�why not write
it ? A spent vitality, a wasted heritage of youthful strength, had
better take itself to the physician ; Psi Upsilon discards it ; and hence

we do well to challenge the victim of any bad habit who is thereby
emasculating himself. Heaven help us to keep such fellows out of the

herd ; they have the hoof-rot, the horn-drop, the murrain. A Psi

Upsilon ought to be a good looking man, because a right-Hving man.

Indeed, the old traditions of Psi Upsilon " cultivation " or " rushing "

seasons were full of frequent references to a candidate's looks, his

general appearance, his carriage, his manners, his speech, his size,
his features, "his walk and conversation," as the Scripturesput it. Fop
and boor, prude and pedant, were alike discarded. It ought to be

always possible to say of a company of Psi Upsilons, " They are a fine

looking lot ofmen." Slovenliness and other offensive personal habits,
striking eccentricities of conduct and attire, are to avoided.

Let Psi Upsilon keep in mind its significance; a hearty, whole-
souled, high-toned gentieman. And the unity, of which mention has

been made as the desirable thing in a chaptered fraternity, is not only
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possible but assured. The different types corresponding to different

'i colleges wdl disappear, merged in the typical manhood everywhere
(the same. The consequent cordiality will be our compensation for

(here and there a paucity of numbers; we shall have the sustaining
/consciousness of a wide membership one with another. Inter-coUe-

/ giate association will be stimulated, of course, by the congeniality to
( be anticipated on visiting. New life will be infused into conventions.
' Alumni will regard with increasing welcome these nurseries of good
fellows, men whom they will be glad to know. The society will as
sume an even greater than the present after-graduation value, as being
the vehicle of delightful and useful acquaintanceship, easily and trust

fully formed, in the midst of this roaring torrent of all sorts, where it is
so difficult to know whom to make your friend. It needs hardly to be
added that almost everything depends on the sagacity and firmness of
those recruiting officers, the undergraduates.

Rev. Emory J. Haynes, Xi, '67.

PSI UPSILON.

If I had hved with Pericles,
In Athens' golden age,

And learned to speak archaic Greek
With any hoary sage.

The noblest name upon my tongue
Would be thine own, Psi Upsilon.
Or if some gentle maiden there
My lover's heart would woo.

And fain would prove the tender love
That thrilled my being through ;

What softer note could lover own
Than breathes in thee, Psi Upsilon ?
And when some modern scholiast.
With dire intent, perchance.

Shall vengeance wreak on letters Greek
For vaunted ignorance;

Thy name alone will still live on.Oh glory-crowned Psi Upsilon !
'

Envoi.
Oh dear Psi U, our hearts are true ;Our noblest love we give to youAnd when, at last, life's work is done,Our joy shall be Psi Upsilon.

Omicron.



THE FOUNDATION OF THE ETA CHAPTER AT LEHIGH.

It had always been the desire of the Pennsylvania members of the

Fraternity that a chapter should be established in their State.
Not only had it furnished more than its quota to Psi Upsilon, but it

had given founders to nearly two-thirds of the chapters. At various

times, as our records show, there had been attempts from without and
within to establish chapters in the State, but all had been futile from
various reasons, among which may be mentioned the character of the
institutions and the fact that the ground was already occupied by a

number of well-established organizations.
The writer came to the Lehigh University as a student when it

was entering its seventh year and was still in the wild-cat stage.
The secret society field was occupied by Phi Kappa Epsilon, Chi Phi,

Iota Kappa Alpha, and Upsilon Beta. The latter two went to pieces
in '74, with Delta Tau Delta springing from the ruins of the latter,
while Phi Kappa Sigma held out till '79, all being second and third
rate fraternities, though the first had a good chapter and took the best
men who were inclined to a secret society Hfe. Even at that time there
was a class ofmen who would not accept elections from these societies,
though they were equal in every way to the men chosen ; and in this

respect Lehigh has always been peculiar in having a class who refused
elections to the secret society system and fought it with such success

that they carried off the majority of the literary and social honors.
In '75, when the prospects of the University were very bright, the

second President came into office, and from causes not to be discussed

here, it declined, and the number ofstudents fell offrapidly. The death
of the founder, Judge Asa Packer, of Mauch Chunk, occurred in '79,
when matters were at their lowest ebb, and his bequests to the Univer

sity, a total of $2,000,000, placed the institution upon a stable founda
tion. The third president came into office in '80, and, from that date,
the career of Lehigh has been prosperous and brilliant. It had always
been the wish of Judge Packer that it should be a University in fact as
well as in name, and that, as occasion favored, the different departments
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should be systematically developed without undue forcing. There

had always been a classical spirit at Lehigh, although the number of

students in the literary courses was small ; yet from the first class that

entered in '66 till '72, every student in the University was compelled
to pass an entrance examination in Latin and to study Latin for two

years and Greek for one. This shows that Lehigh was not a techni
cal school in the ordinary use of the term, but that it differed from

every institution in the country. After the death of the founder, there
was a determination to raise the standard of the classical department,
and put it on a par with that of other colleges in the languages, as it
was already equal to and above the majority in the mathematics. To
further this, additions were made to the ranks of the classical portion
of the faculty, and in the early spring of 1881 Henry C. Johnson, Chi,
'73, came as Professor of Latin. Among the other accomplishments
of Brother Johnson is an aptitude for music, and while acting as

organist at the Sunday services in Chapel, soon after his arrival, he
formed the acquaintance of George Leighton, Eta,'83, who was amem

ber of the University Choir. Leighton recognized his Psi Upsilon
pin, and told him that his twin brother, the late James Leighton, Beta,'82,
was a member of the same society, and that it had always been a source
of regret that their tastes had so far separated them during their col
lege life that they had gone to different institutions. They continued
the conversation during their walk to Bethlehem, and Leighton asked
if there was any chance of obtaining a chapter of Psi Upsilon at
Lehigh, and was told that he stood an equal chance of being struck by
lightning.
Here the subject was dropped for several weeks, when Walter Free

man, Chi, '82, who had been fitted for Cornell by Prof Johnson, came to
make him a call on his way to Philadelphia. As it was his first visit
he was taken to the University grounds and shown what there was to
be seen. On his way back he asked Bro. Johnson why he did not
try to secure a chapter of the Fratemity, as it was a lovely place and
had such good prospects for the future. The answer was that it was all
very well to j-^/^ about a chapter but not so easy to get it; that therewould probably be a series of petitions for twenty years with a zero forthe result Freeman said that it was not so at all, as a good manychapters were acquainted with Lehigh, and its merits were better known

IrowrfK^r^^' 'T''"^' '� that a petition would obtain a goodcrowd of backers; and, at any rate, there was no harm in tryingA few weeks after this Prof Johnson met Leighton, and again theconversation turned upon secret societies, and, from that topic, o the
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class of students who represented them at Lehigh. On learning that
the better class did not favor them, but made war upon them with

very good success. Prof J. asked Leighton to draw up a list of stu
dents for the nucleus of an attempt to obtain a chapter of Psi Upsilon
and hand it to him. Such a list was made out, and nine of the twelve
names upon it are now on the roll of the Eta. The next thing was to

obtain the consent of the men to the use of their names for the pur
pose under consideration, and this duty was confided to Leighton.
The men who determined to embark in the new venture were, in the
order of their coming into the organization, George F. Duck and

Hedley V. Cooke, Eta, '83 ; JohnW. Leithead, '81, Robert G. Cooke
and William R. Pinckney, Eta, '84.
These men came to Professor Johnson and asked what was to be

done next, and, not being informed in the latest methods, he referred
them toWilliam D. Holmes, Chi, '81, of Easton, Pa., whom he invited
to Bethlehem that he might see the petitioners and give them the

necessary points. The meeting took place at the residence of the
Brothers Cooke, then 77 Market St., and there Brother Holmes stated
the case, laying stress upon the conservatism of the Psi Upsilon, and
the very slight chance of obtaining a speedy or even a final reward
of their efforts. While letting them know that the chances were not

very good, he advised them to organize and draw up a regular peti
tion to the next General Convention of the Fraternity, stating their
case forcibly, to sign it individually, and have each one vouched for by
members of the Fraternity if possible. At his invitation Leighton
visited Easton andmade the acquaintance of ProfessorChickering, Gam
ma, '69, who promised to present the case to his chapter, and also came

to Bethlehem, to look over the the matter on the ground. By so doing
he went away fully informed and favorably impressed. Leighton's
brother secured the support of the Beta, and brought the matter to the
notice of members of other chapters with whom he was acquainted.
In the meantime, the temporary organization took place at 77 Mar

ket Street, on April 15, 1881, Leighton being chosen chairman and

Leithead, Secretary, while Messrs. Leighton, Leithead, and H.V. Cooke
were appointed a committee to draft the petition. This was to have
been sent to the XLVIII. General Convention, held with the Ome

ga Chapter at Chicago, by the delegates from the Beta. This petition
was quite a long one, and can be found in the records of this conven

tion. Among other things it narrated the condition and future pros

pects of the University, the poor class of fratemities represented at

the time, and the other facts related in this sketch. The vouchers for
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the petitioners were : H. M.Boies, Beta '59 ; Judge R. I. Fisher, ofYork,
Pa. ; Rev. William C. Leverett, Rt. Rev. CortiandtWhitehead, D. D.,
Alpha Delta Phi, Yale; Rev. Geo. Pomeroy Allen, Delta Upsilon;
Anthony Higgins, Beta '61 ; Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, and Judge
Leonard E. Wales, Beta '45. The originals of the accompanying letters
cannot be obtained, but, in that of Dr Whitehead, was the statement

that while he signed the letter with pleasure he was only
sorry that it was not to petition for Alpha Delta Phi. Owing to the
distance of Chicago from New Haven, the delegation from the Beta
could not get leave of absence, and the petition was in danger ofnever
reaching the Convention in time for action.
The documents were, however, enclosed with a letter to Brother

Bridgman and addressed to the President of the University of Chicago,
with a request that he hand it to any member of the Psi Upsilon Fra

temity.
In this way they came before the Convention during the last after

noon session, and about the middle of the session. What happened
may be found in the records. Suffice it to say that to the aid ofJudge
Tourgee we owe our not being shelved in the manner customary with
small and unknown institutions. He told what he knew of Lehigh,
and a lease of life was given the project by the appointment of a com
mittee to investigate. After the Convention, the petitioners met at 77
Market Street, and effected a permanent (?) organization, with Duck
as President, and Leighton as Secretary. They drew up Articles of
Agreement, and held regular meetings for the rest of the term; but, at
the following June, Leighton and Pinckney were compelled by family
matters to leave the University, and there the matter came to an end,
as far as keeping up the organization was concerned.
In the meantime, Brother Holmes came to Bethlehem to live; and,

m the middle of October, the writer was elected Professor of Miningand Geology at Lehigh, and found on his arrival a couple of wearers
of the diamond to greet him. Soon after this Brother Johnson opened
up the subject of this sketch, and asked what I thought of Lehigh as a
place for Psi Upsilon. At this time there had been no opportunityto do more than examine the matters relating to the professorship; and,remembenng the Lehigh of '73-6, the answer was emphatically "No ''

It was only by studying the matter quietiy for a month or two, andby having the points presented in their most favorable light, that the

Identsdidrot ? t""'" '" *'^ '^"^^' -d the better class ofstudents did not go to the secret societies, which were, as of old, of the
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lowest rank. To remove the last traces of " conservatism," a number of
letters were written to friends in the Fraternity, whose judgment was
of weight, and all the the answers were favorable. Having embarked
in the enterprise, a plan of attack was mapped out to include the com

mittee before mentioned, and the individual chapters before the time
�of the next Convention. The enterprise, as far as the petitioners
were concerned, was at a stand-still, as they were waiting for the Com

mittee, and there was nothing to show when it would be due or who its
members were. Late in the fall the announcement of the members
of the Committee was made, and we stirred up the remains of the orig
inal " crowd," and told them that a staronger showing must be made,
and then set them to work in a canvass of the available men in the

University, while we sought for arguments to convince the Committee.
A circular was sent to all members residing in the adjoining parts of
the State and New Jersey, giving the reasons for granting the petition,
and asking them to sign it, if they were satisfied with the statements it
contained.
We received sixty-six names, which were inserted in the original pe

tition, and then waited for the Committee. The points in the circular
were :

ist. A statement of the origin and wealth of Lehigh.
2d. Its requirements and curriculum.

3d. The central location of Bethlehem in a Psi Upsilon sense.

4th. Our ideas of a Psi Upsilon Chapter.
5 th. Our promises for the future.
The Committee met February 21, 1882, and examined with great

care what we had to offer ; they inspected the University and the
� "crowd;" they examined and cross-examined Johnson and myself;
.and finally let us go, after they had squeezed us dry.
Among the points for the future was a " Chapter House." We had

'Our eye on an available location in town, and secured an option upon
it for a certain sum�the option to run for a number ofmonths.
We did this in order to see whether there was any hope before

we purchased. Of the Committee, Brother Jacobs was the only one

who had not been at Bethlehem and seen the University ; and, form

ing his opinions from the poor lot of fraternities represented here, and
from other facts that came to his knowledge while he was misin

formed regarding the endowment, he was not favorably impressed,
and made a negative report to our schemes, the rest of the Com

mittee being in favor of it. These reports can be seen in the proper

places.
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At once we sent our circulars, with the fact of a favorable report
from the Committee to each chapter, and asked them to investigate
the matter before going to Convention, and let us know as soon as

possible how they were disposed toward our project, in order that we

might decide whether it were safe to buy the property or not

. Every answer was of such a nature that we had the pledge of all
but four chapters, and the property was examined relative to changing
it to our purposes. What transpired at the Forty-ninth Convention is
well known and a few weeks after, as our aim seemed to be secured,
the property was purchased, and workmen were put upon it.
When the hitch came, there was a good deal of traveling about the

country on the part of Prof. Johnson and myself, and several hundred
letters were written on the subject, all of which is well known. The
" crowd " was disheartened and in danger of breaking up, as it had
no bond of union outside of a desire to get into Psi Upsilon ; and by
the advice of a friend of the scheme, a local organization was effected
on Friday evening, just before Commencement, on the plan and
under the name of Phi Theta Psi. It was a make-shift to hold the
men together, and how it succeeded will be told in the sequel. The only
thing to do now was to wait till the next Convention ; and in the fall
the new society swung out under the above name; and, after a stormy
campaign, secured a good delegation from the incoming class of '86.
Soon after the fall term opened the new house was completed

and taken possession of, and the local organization began to settie
down to business. Any one who has been in a local society
can know how entirely at sea was this band of petitioners who
were steering their ship Psi Upsilonward. There was no outside
aid to cheer them, and they were all new to the methods in vogue in *

secret societies.

Imagine a collection of students from four classes in a college
strongly imbued with class feeling and prejudices, lacking the spiritand training found in all old organizations, which are due to tradition
and the mspiration of those who have gone before, and we can form a

good estimate of the condition of this new society.
The great danger in such an undertaking is to make each individual

subordmate himself to the general welfare of the society; and after
the enthusiasm caused by the fight for the delegation from the Fresh
men of '86 had died away, there was full opportunity for individual
prejudice to break forth on all sides. As an outsider, it is my greatpleasure to be able to disclose sufficient of the secrets of Phi ThetaPsi to bear witness to the patience and forbearance of all the members
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�during those trying times ; and, if the Eta Chapter ever deserves well
of Psi Upsilon, it will be due to the training received in '83-4.
Then the upper classmen had to lay aside the feeling of superiority,
and take a hand with the lower classes in not only keeping up the or

ganization but in carrying out the counsels of the three Psi Upsilon
brothers who alone were members of the organization, and who alone
saw the interior of as beautiful a lodge-room as any society can boast.
The men chosen were worthy of the trust reposed upon them, and did
their work faithfully and well. In a very short time the feeling of
newness wore off, and they began to measure themselves against the
societies that had been their enemies as non-society men, and it was

found that the successes that followed tended to unite them and make
them forget everythingjDut the fact that they were working for one

end.
About this time the rival societies started a canard that a bogus Psi

Upsilon Chapter had been established here ; and this was copied by
quite a number of the Greek Letter periodicals, who had their quiet
littie joke about the " admission " of the new chapter, and sundry digs
at the Fratemity about there being no need of making such a pretense
of holding out. These rumors were so well spread that they came to

the ears of many of the members of the Fraternity, and the writer and
his colleagues were kept busy denying the truth of the reports. So
much forwhat was going on inside the new ChapterHouse. The PsiUpsi
lon members embarked in the Lehigh enterprise began to approach the
opponents of the scheme whenever they could get hold of them, and one

by one they came to a realizing sense of the state of affairs. The story
of Lehigh, with its hundred acres and more, its spacious buildings and
fine equipments, and with its millions of endowment, were too much
for the credulity of those who knew nothing of our University that had
come up like a mushroom, and they frankly said that we were telhng
very pretty stories�very pretty, indeed�^but more fitted for the Arab
ian Nights than modern times. Our sole argument was " Come and
see for yourself" When they came we showed them over the ground;
we let them go where they wanted, and ask all the questions they
wished ; and in return we secured a band of hearty alhes. One doubt
ing Thomas came sub-rosa, as he feared that we would get out the town
hack and show him only what we wished him to see. He went to

everybody, and even interviewed the President about a fictitious rela
tive whom he thought might come here. On asking about the secret-

society system here, and the best one to join, he was referred to Ph
Theta Psi.
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It is needless to say that he went back to his chapter a converted man
The idea that a bogus chapter was established here took root very

strongly in one quarter, and it was only by patient work that the
doubts in that direction were allayed. In themeantime the Fiftieth Gen
eral Convention was drawing nigh, and the backers of Lehigh took a

poll of the Fraternity, and found but a small opposition, and went to

Albany with confidence that the matter would in some way be settled
in our favor. Those who were present at that memorable debate will
remember how the Psi U. ties, though strongly strained, held us fast,
and how the white heads who were present remarked that they had
no fear for the country, if the young men were being trained in the
manner there exhibited.
All went away with the feeling that time would work wonders, and

eventually bring the Lehigh band within the Psi Upsilon fold.
Of course this could not be made fully known to the httle band who

were waiting for the answer, and a feeling of despondency and of anger
took possession of some of them ; so that there was a desire on their
part to abandon the petition to Psi U. and head the ship to Alpha
Delta Phi or Delta Kappa Epsilon. This was opposed by the quieter
heads; and in the reaction that followed there was a determination to
stick to the petition to the Psi Upsilon until the end was attained, if
they had to wait years for it. They had done excellent work in Phi
Theta Psi, and had won a place for themselves second to none in the
University ; they had taken the honors at the commencement, and had
had the majority of the class offices, and they would fight it out under
the blue and gold until success came to them.
In the meantime. Brother A. P. Jacobs, a quite well-known name in

Fraternity matters, who needs no introduction to the readers of the
Diamond, came to a realizing sense of the value of Lehigh from
a fraternity standpoint, and began to aid us in a field that we could
not cover, and also gave great assistance by hmts and cheering words.
In the fall we were cheered by the winning of one branch of the op

ponents, and felt that the end was not far off It would have been
very pleasant for us to have established our new altar on that Novem
ber night that marked the birth of our Fraternity fifty years before, butIt was not to be; and the new year came in with no signs of a speedyreward for our work; but on the seventh the news came that the work
ofPhi Theta Psi was finished, and itsmembers were to wear the diamond.Then came a time of beating the hedges to secure the neces
sary attractions for our " Installation." Those who have been in asimdar busmess, yet distant, know that such a task is not always a bed
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of roses; what must it be when the day is not far off, and every one is
" engaged ?" Suffice it to say that, in spite of difficulties, everything
went off smoothly, and the sister chapters sent their delegations to

help light the fire.
It was a proud day for us all. Our ends had been obtained by fair

and honorable means, and we had gained for the Fraternity a foothold
in a strong and vigorous institution. We had gained for Lehigh the
acknowledgment from the first institutions that she was worthy to
rank with them. The petitioners, at their start, confronted two rivals,
Chi Phi, mentioned above, and Delta Tau Delta, which had started
from the defunct Upsilon Beta, both long established at Lehigh, and
possessing a store of traditions. As they closed the record book of
Phi Theta Psi, they found their opposing ranks increased by Alpha
Tau Omega and Delta Phi, and could show the following table :

I. Popularity of the men.

We were represented in '82 by one man; in '83, by eight; in '84, by
six; in '85, by five; in '86, by seven, and in '87, by eight.
In these classes the officers were distributed as follows :

Phi Theta Psi, 32 ; Phi Kappa Epsilon, i ; Chi Phi, 10; Delta Tau
Delta, II ; Alpha Tau Omega, i ; Delta Phi, 5 ; Neutrals, 30, or more
than all the other secret fraternities together. This is lower than it
should be, as we had only one man in '82 ; yet he was a class officer
during the four years he was in the University.
Counting from ' %j, the list would stand as follows :

Phi Theta Psi, 29. All the fratemities, 22. Neutrals, 19.
II. Scholarship. (First five men in a class.)
Beginning with '82, Phi Theta Psi, 27 ; all the other fraternities

named above, 10; Neutrals, 34. Counting from 'Zt,, it stands:
Phi Theta Psi, 27; total fraternities, 7; Neutrals, 21.

Of these. Phi Theta Psi has all the Valedictories and Salutatories
in the classes where she had more than one man.

She can make an even better showing, and can safely compare her
self with the older fraternities from the foundation of the first in 1869.
Such a comparison would show:
Honor men�Phi Theta Psi, 34; total fratemities, 39.
Valedictorians�Phi Theta Psi, 4; total fratemities, 5.
Wilbur Scholars�Phi Theta Psi, 3 ; total fraternities, 5.
The above shows that the men selected represented the scholarship

and the popularity of the classes, and as such they were well worthy of
the fraternity for which they were striving.
Since the installation, the Chapter has gone on in the old ways of
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doing business, and was represented at the last Commencement by all
of its five Seniors, who were aided by a Delta Phi in showing to the
world the character of '84. On this occasion, Psi Upsilon had the

Valedictory and Salutatory, as can be seen from the above tables.
Owing to the propensity of some of the older brothers for collect

ing " Memorabilia," the Eta Chapter has every letter (except two) that
was written to any of its promotors on the subject at issue, and can

therefore trace the stages in its progress to the Psi Upsilon. It has
a very full set of Psi Upsilon memorabilia relating to the Fratemity in
general, the graduate associations, and the chapters. It also pos
sesses the most complete collection of Lehigh memorabilia extant,
and is adding to it daily; so that within a year we hope to make it
nearly complete.
The Chapter House spoken of is situated upon a lot 32x161, and is

a three-story building, the two lower stories of brick, and the third is a
frame structure, slated,�the alterations being under the direction ofW.
H. Miller, of Ithaca, the architect of the Chi Chapter House. The
roof rises above every house on Bethlehem Hill, and the door is
always open to the wearers of the diamond. The ground floor con
tains a smoking room 16x26, two reception rooms (connecting) 35x16
a library 8x1 6, and a lodge room 20x36. There is a cellar, with cement
floor, under the greater part of the house, containing bath rooms furn
ace, and cookmg-range, while in frontof this are subterranean coal-bins
utilized m teaching the "rudiments " of our knowledge. The secondfloor contams a bath room and seven bed rooms, four of which average
10 feet square, and three are 16x10. The third floor contains nine bed
rooms averagmg 12x16, and the attic floor has one room fumishedfor a sleepmg room and two large rooms for storage purposesSuch IS the history of "The Baby," and a big one it is. It claimsforty-eight men, and holds more " Firsts " in Athletics than all the other

^iTTrT �^^'' �" ''^'' "^ ^^^^ '^'^ D^lta Phi and The-

ta_^Delta Chi come m, and now have some decent rivals to contend

We are still "leaming the ropes," and hope in the future to keenour end above water; and ff the members of the Eta show half the

t'^::Jv\etT^'T *^* ^'^^ '''''^''' - g^�-g -to thfFrt
re'LVa tttheTt T^"' ^� ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^3^ ^^^ the Etaoecame a tact m the history of the " Noble Old Fraternity."

Edward H. Williams, Jr., Beta, '72.
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At the Annual Initiation of the Phi (Michigan) Chapter, Oct. lo, 1884, when -w^ere admitted the sons

of t-wo Alumni (both present) of the Psi (Hamilton) Chapter, Willard S. Pope,
Esq., Psi, '51, spoke as follows :

I suspected that I might possibly be called upon to say something
to you. Now, if there are one or two things that I can do well (and
I am very modest in my claims for even that number), I know

thoroughly that there are a great many things that I can't do at all;
and one of the things that I can't do, with any sort of satisfaction to

myself or to anyone else, is to make a speech. This faculty of pleasant
after-dinner speech-making is a rare and a very happy one; and I urge
you, young gentlemen, all to cultivate it sedulously. Indeed, there
should be a professorship in every college�a permanent and well-en
dowed professorship�of this noble art. I am sure you are taught many
things here that are not half so useful. The Regents of this University
should provide for all the students, at least twice a week, as a means

of studying this science, a royal good dinner, should stuff their young
and capacious skins with all that is nice to eat and drink, and then should
exact a speech from every one of them. And the man who fizzles or

flunks, or who is too stiff", or too stately, or too learned, and who does
not introduce the proper proportion of kindly wit and good-humored
nonsense into his talk, should be compelled to give back his dinner.
He has failed to maintain his title to it. Inject an emetic into him,
and force a surrender.

I, alas, was never treated in this wholesome way in my neglected
youth ; and, in consequence, my poor wits never came to me until after
the event. I feel that every one should try to contribute something to
the general good feeling; and, as it is impossible for me to stand up and

talk what I have to say, will you be so kindly disposed toward my in

firmity as to permit me to read it ?

I am asked to respond to the toast, " The Psi Fathers." The Psi
fathers! It is a fruitful theme. It embraces, of course, the Psi moth-
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ers. Possibly it embraces, also, the daughters ; but I will leave that

branch of the subject to the younger men. We -expect good things
from those who have been trained in our ranks. What better thing
can they do than to rear up sons in the true faith ? We call it a Fra

ternity; let us also recognize it as a Paternity. The time will some

day come to each of you, I hope, when you may have the pleasure
which I now have of welcoming a son into Psi U. The father lives

again in his children ; he desires all good things for them ; and notmany
better things can come to them than to inherit the right to wear our

badge. It is many years since I attended an initiation�I well re
member the first one. In those days of primal innocence we had no

such fine chapter-houses and elegant lodge-rooms as this. Our meet

ings were in each other's rooms, and the awful mysteries of our craft
were preserved dark and secret simply by plugging the key-holes.
Five of us, artless Freshmen, passed the ordeal together. We were

prisoned in a bedroom until the moment arrived, and I can hardly say
what visions of goats and duckings and scarifyings and tortures filled
our lively imaginations. I remember that we five united in a resolute
determination, and solemnly shook hands upon it, as we sat side by
side upon the edge of the bed in that stuffy littie chamber, that we

would rebel and fight if they attempted to shave our heads. Other
proofs of our manhood we would endure as patientiy as we might; but
the hne must be drawn somewhere, and we unitedly drew it there.
Scalping we would not tolerate. Alas! time has scalped us all since
then.
But what a revulsion when we were finally ushered into the presence

and hstened with touched and softened souls to the grave, simple,
pregnant words of the initiation ceremony. There was no longer any
thought of buriesque, or buffoonery, or rude, practical joking. With
kindly, honest words of welcome, and with cordial grip of friendly
hands, we were received into the Fraternity, and we began to realize
that we were really among friends.
And what happened to us then has now happened here.
These young gentiemen who were applicants for admission have

now found that the vail of secrecy is but a thin one, that the sonorous
' Procul, O procul, este, profani," is not a very dir^ threat, that the
fabled goat is a modest beast. They have simply been formally and
authoritatively received into an old and ever-broadening fraternity,whose animus and spirit is mutual confidence and good-will Theyhave not only received but they have also given pledges.' These
promises are mutual. Injomingthis Society you have assumed re-
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sponsibilities. You owe something to us. We have granted you the

right to wear our badge, and we claim and certainly expect that you
shall do it no discredit. Remember that for more than half a century
this badge has been a mark of honor. No one who woie it, even the

highest and best, has ever had occasion to be ashamed of it. But you,
who have now for the first time assumed it, must see that it remains
unsullied.
The Fratemity at large has an honorable record for high standing,

ofwhich of course you may well be proud. But your practical per
sonal view of it during your college life will be a narrower one. It

spreads over fifty years in time, and over a score of colleges in space ;
but your present vision will be mainly limited to the locality of your
own university and to the few years that you remain here. It is this

chapter here and now that must be conducted so as to bring pleasure and
profit to you ; and you yourselves constitute this chapter. The Frater

nity at large cannot help you except indirectly. You must do the

^ood work for yourselves. You are henceforth bound up in this chap
ter, and it in you. Its reputation for scholarship, for literary excellence,
for high standing, socially, morally and scholastically, depends upon

you. You can make it whatever you will. Let me urge upon you to

look these grave responsibilities fairly in the face. You are no longer
�boys but young men, and you are no longer isolated individuals. You
have stepped into a broader field, and a great Fraternity has claims

upon you. You have become representative men, and the honor and
credit of Psi U. are in your hands. Be loyal to your trust, and prove to

those who have admitted you to these high privileges that you are

worthy of them. I waint to hear always that the members of this chap
ter stand A I in this University, that they excel as faithful and
-conscientious students, that they are recognized wherever they are

known- as good fellows, cordial, generous, hearty, and sincere, despis
ing selfishness and coarseness and obscenity and profanity, and all

kindred meanness and vulgarities, and cultivating always those quali
ties of heart and mind and manner that mark the gentleman and the

scholar. This is what you have promised to-night, and this is what

we expect of you; for this is what it is to be a Psi U.
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Last spring, in obedience to a generally-expressed desire, the Psi
Upsilon graduates ofWestern New York organized an alumni associa
tion in Rochester, with the following officers :

President.�Theodore Bacon, B., '53.
Sectetary.�Qto. W. Elliott, Xi, '73.
Executive Committee.�Geo. H. Perkins, Upsilon, '71 ; W. E. Wither-

spoon, Upsilon, '66; James H. Boucher, Xi, '74; Belden Day, Upsi-
lon,'8i; E. V. Stoddard, B. B., '57; Harold C. Kimball, Upsilon,
'82, and the president and secretary.
Owing to the presidential election excitement, no steps were taken

to celebrate, until November isth, when invitations were sent out to the
17s or more Western New York graduates, in the territory west of
Syracuse and Binghamton, excluding Buffalo, which has a local Psi
Upsdon association. The reunion and banquet were held at Rochester,Powers' Hotel, on Monday evening, November 24th, the 5 ist natal
anniversary of the Fratemity, it having been determined to have a fes
tival annually on that eventful date. The following was the

MENU.
Blue Points on half shell.

POTAGES.
Consomme a la Printaniere�Royale.

hors d'oeuvres
Petites Bouchees�a la Regence,

Baked Crab in shell�a la Maison Doree.
POISSON.

Boiled Salmon Trout-Sauce Joinville, Pommes de Terre Croquettes..
-P,, . BOUILLE.
Phdadelphia Capon-Egg Sauce. Southdown Mutton-Caper Sauce.
T. J , . ENTREES.
Tenderiom of Beef, pique-au Champignon,

Timbales of Macaroni-a la Beauhamaise,
Cailles Grillee�aux Petits Pois

� . FROIDES.
Terrme de foie gras-en Belle veu. Boned Turkey with Jelly.
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MAYONNAISE.

Chicken, Lobster.
ROTI .

Ribs of Beef, Turkey�Cranberry Sauce.

GIBIER.

Mallard Duck with Currant Jelly.
LEGUMES.

Pommes en Puree, Asperges�Sauce a la Creme. '

PATISSERIE.

Plum Pudding�Brandy Sauce, Neapolitan Ice Cream, Gateaux Garnis�
Gelee�a la Oporto.
CAFE A LA CREME.

At 8 P. M., the following persons sat down to the feast :

George W. Elliott, Xi, '73; James H. Boucher, Xi, 74; James S.-

Havens, Beta, '84 ; George A. Carnahan, Xi, '84 ; Horace McGuire,.
Upsilon, 66 ; J. A. Adlington, Xi, '73 ; S. A. Lattimore, A. H. Mixer,
H. C. Kirk, Gamma, Rev. J. H. Lee,W. D. Ellwanger, Beta, George H..

Perkins, Upsilon; Theodore Bacon, Beta, '53; William B. Burke, Upsi
lon, '64; E. V. Stoddard, Beta Beta, '57; T. D.Wright, Upsilon, '84.
L. E. Pierpont, Upsilon, '86 ; Edward R. Jennings, Upsilon, '82 ; George
H. Walker, Upsilon, '86 ; W. A. Gracey, Upsilon, '88 ; S. D. Bentiey,,
Upsilon, '70; J- N. Beckley, Pi, '72; John S. Morgan, Xi, '70; W. W.

Webb, Upsilon, '71 ; D. S. Benjamin, Upsilon, '62; D. L.Johnston,,
Upsilon, '69; H. P. Stone, Pi '72; W. E. Witherspoon, Upsilon, '66;,
W. A. Sutheriand, Pi, 72; F. W. Emerson, Upsilon, '87; H. W..

Hillier, Upsilon, '86; George C. HoUister, Upsilon, '77; Charles W.

Gorton, Upsilon, '76 ; M. H. McMath, Upsilon, '79 ; J. M. Steele,.
Upsilon, '72; Joseph T. Ailing, Upsilon, '76; Charles M. Williams,.
Upsilon, '71 ; Joseph S. Hunn, Beta, '76; Mahlon Day, Upsilon, '8i ;
Harold C. Kimball, Upsilon, '82; Belden S. Day, Upsilon, '81;.
George T. S. Foote, Upsilon, '84; A. H. Harris, Upsilon, '81 ; H. C.

Durand, Upsilon, '82; E. I. McPhall, Upsilon, '80; Benjamin O.-

Hough, Upsilon, '86; Charles D. Young, Upsilon, '85 ; George K..

Page, Upsilon, '87; N. T. Killip, Upsilon, '87; Edwin C. Paine, Upsilon,.
'87; S. C. Williams, Upsilon, '88; William H. Shaffer, Upsilon, '71;,
J. W. Dickerson, Upsilon, '83 ; Irving Washington, Upsilon, '83.
Following were the toasts and responses :

"November 24, 1833."
" Paregoric "�Dr. E. V. Stoddard.
" Chester A. Arthur "�John N. Beckley.
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" Briefs and Griefs "�D. L. Johnston.
" Copy "�Letter in response from Charies Dudley Warner.

"Her Majesty Herself"�W. A. Sutheriand.
" Next "�Prof H. C. Kirk, who responded with the poem given

below.
" Twined Hands that Never Part "�C. M. WilHams.
" Psi Upsilon in the Church "�Rev. J. H. Lee.
" The Bench "�Hon. John S. Morgan.
" The Executive Committee and St John "�Geo. W. Elliott.
" The Possibility of Not Dying"�Hon. J. A. Adlington.
Theodore Bacon, Esq., acted as toastmaster, and introduced the

post-prandial exercises in a witty speech, in the course of which he

excited not a littie fun at the expense of
" the committee." Referring

to the suggestion of " the committee" to the alumni association, he
thought it was unnecessary to explain the raison d' etre of the organiza
tion. The presence of its members around the banquet tables was a

sufficient explanation of its existence. Men of different ages were

there together. All could not be old and happy. It was the duty of
some to be young and miserable. A common bond of sympathy and

community of association was the excuse for being there. It was the

first, but it would not be the last reunion of the alumni association.
Its members would meet in future with still greater enthusiasm, and
part with a distinct sentiment of intensified regard for each other and
for the association of which they were members.
In response to the first toast, Mr. Bacon read the following tele

gram from two of the founders of the society. Judge Sterling G.
Hadley, ofWaterioo, and Dr. C. W. Harvey, of Buffalo :

Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 24, 1884.
Theodore Bacon, Psi Upsilon banquet, Powers Hotel :
Though absent in body, yet present in spirit. Allow two survivors

of the banquet of '34 to look in and congratulate all members of the
banquet of '84. Be happy. S. G. Hadley.

C. W. Harvey.

In introducing the toast, in honor of Chester Allan Arthur, Mr.
Bacon paid a glowing tribute of respect to the President, a loyal Psi
U., and very appropriately called upon one of the opposite politicalfaith to respond. City Attomey J. N. Beckley, in reply, said that it
gave him great pleasure, as a democrat, to furnish his meed of praise tothat loyal Psi U., Chester A. Arthur. By his dignified and conserva
tive course in the highest office within the reach of man's ambition, he
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had won the admiration and esteem of the people irrespective of party.
^' Although I am a democrat," said Mr. Beckley, " I have two bonds
of sympathy with the President. He and I are enthusiastic fishermen.

Now, my brother. Judge Morgan, who sits just behind me, don't know
a bass from a trout, or a muscalonge from a whale. And then
there is another bond of sympathy between the President and

myself We are both members of the best college society ever organ
ized."

Charles Dudley Warner, of the Hartford Courant, sent the following
toast by mail :

Hartford, Nov. 19, 1884.

Dear Brothers : No, I cannot be with you on that interesting
Psi Upsilon occasion. I start to-morrow on a short tour of inspection
of state prisons, with a legislative view of bettering our own. That
subject would not interest your meeting, but I may as well confess
that, in all the penitentiaries I have ever visited, I have never found a

Psi Upsilon. This may seem strange, for we find them in Congress
and in almost every other walk of life. I have faith to believe that if
one of them got in he would have wit enough to get out speedily.
What will happen to us in the present philanthropic movement, when
prisons are becoming more comfortable and cheaper than most hotels,
and with no need of escape-ladders, and with better Thanksgiving din
ners, I cannot say. They may be so attractive that men will run for
them as they now do for office. It would give me great pleasure to
be with you on Monday evening, and talk for two or three hours about
-' copy." It is the one thing that is always in demand, and the
demand for which does not seem to depend upon the quality. I

suspect it is the only thing we produce here that does not need protec
tion. I suppose you mean newspaper

" copy," not the sort that is set
for the young, about virtue being its own reward, and all that. What
puzzles me is the small effect that the floods of copy let loose upon the
world in

'

print every day seem to have. The country has just been
ruined, absolutely smashed up and given to the dogs, for the twelfth
time in my recollection. It cannot be the fault of the newspapers.
This time we can trace it to the tongue of one man named Burchard.
The copy that he furnished to the Associated Press is said to have
�done it. And the moral of this is that nobody but an editor ought to
be trusted to furnish copy. If the able editors could have had their
way this time, everybody would have been defeated, and we should all
be happy and prosperous now, running oh full time, mortgaging every
thing right and left. But I have hopes. For I notice that the supply
of copy flows just as freely, and the ignorant nation is being tutored,
soothed, and aggravated, at the rate of several million quires of printed
paper a ^ay. So long as the national bile and excitement runs off in
this channel we are safe. So much for the freedom of the press. As
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the wise man said, " I care not who makes the laws of the country, if I
can furnish the copy "�and get paid for it.
With regards to the supping brothers, I am

Yours sincerely,

Charles Dudley Warner.

Senator Joseph R. Hawley, Psi, regretted his enforced absence, and
wrote :

Forty years ago last month, I was initiated. I have never lost inter

est in the Fratemity ; it has absolutely none but pleasant associations in.

my memory.

PresidentWhite, Beta, of Cornell, regretted that he would be deprived."
of the pleasure of sitting down with " our brethren of the Psi Upsilon,
to recall old scenes and make the acquaintance of those recentiy
admitted."

Judge A. W. Tourgee, in responding by letter to the toast, " Great
Cassar !" wrote from Mayville, N. Y. :

I cannot imagine how any young man whose head and brain are oit

fire with the generous impulses of his age can fail to be a worshiper
at the shrine of our nation's destiny. Its future is all so new and
strange. The problems it is called upon to solve are so unmatched
and marvelous�its fate as a nation�its resultant as an experiment�is-
yet so uncertain that the charm of novelty, adventure, and discovery
clings round it still. To-day the most momentous of all the questions-
it has found presents itself for solution. Two races stand face to face
upon its soil, animated by the old, immutable impulse of fate. They
are compelled by a form they can neither define nor measure to make
the plains of the new world the battle-field of races and civilizations.
It is a struggle that cannot be ended in a day. Generations will be
consumed by its rapacious demands. Ages will witness its various
phases. The sword cannot decide it. Power will not turn the scale.
Only life, vitality, manhood, and the highest Christian conscience can

bring victory to the civilization we boast, peace to the land we love,
and honor to the " Cssar " to whom the great undertaking is commit
ted. May every son of Psi Upsilon give of his brain, his manhood,
his zeal, and his love, to that great whole of which he is a part�the
Cffisar in whose hands is placed the destiny, not only of a great nation,but of the greatest of historical experiments�the question whether our
Christian civdization hath any alembic wherewith the forces of barbar
ism which have dominated the past may be brought into peaceful andharmonious co-operation m the future.

The speeches of Brothers Johnston, Wilhams, Judge Morgan, Suther
land, Lee, and Surrogate Adlington, were all excellent and feHcitous.
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Our County Judge, Surrogate, City Attorney, District Attomey, and
Assistant District Attomey, are Psi U's. Brother Elliott said their
reunions and banquets were to be kept up, explained some of the
" libels" of the toastmaster, ignored St. John as one who had been
translated�into the vulgate and thence into the profane�especially
since election, and incidentally urged the brethren to boost the sub

scription list of the Diamond.
Brother Kirk's poem was as follows :

A PHANTASY OF THANKSGIVING.

it was on the last Thanksgiving night�O what a wretched night !
I had a dream so horrid that I shudder yet from fright.
'Tis true the causes of my scare seem now quite stripped ofmystery.
For I'd been cramming up for weeks to pass in ancient history.
Had studied Greek and Latin tomes, some higher mathematics.
Including physics and reviews of conies and quadratics.
While wonder, of the human frame with lectures anatomic�
Though my dissections at the time were chiefly gastronomic�
Had worried me by night and day, at play and recitation,
JFor fear I should be forced to flunk at term examination.
And all that day�Thanksgiving day�the while I took my turkey.
My sympathetic ganglia and spinal nerves seemed jerky.
What wonder then as I my frame in peaceful sleep composing,
When vigorous snores had clearly proved that I was past all dozing.
What wonder, then, that I should find within my cerebellum,
The Greeks and Trojans fighting so, I strove in vain to quell 'em ?
Yes, there was Menelaus, Machaon, Diomedes,
Petroclus with Ulysses, the archer Philocteles,
Great Agamemnon, bound to have his brother's insult righted.
Achilles sulking in his tent because of feeling slighted.
And other Greeks around as thick as flies areund a puddle.
As many Teucri opposite, while here and there a huddle
Of gods fram great Olympus ; Diana, brother Phoebus,
With Venus and Latona a backing up Coroebus ;
-^neas. Hector and the rest, their noses raised in pity
A challenging those weakly Greeks to come and take the city.
Olympus' mount seemed farther back within my arbor vitse.
Where angry Juno left at home with Jupiter the mighty.
Was giving him particular fits�a kind of heavenly thunder.
Because that poor king chanced to make some trifling little blunder.
And then I heard a fearful clash�an awful clang and rattle.
As Greeks and Trojans felt the steel and smelt the smoke of battle.

But all the horror of this thing�their warring around Troy,
Compared to what I passed through next was naught but veriest joy ;
For quicker than a flash of light�much quicker than I tell it.
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Old Chronus on a milk-white steed came prancing up my gullet.
And shouting in a shrill-keyed voice that made each atom tremble,
" This man has swallowed half my realms ! Let all the hosts assemble.
Of every clime and race and age that he has taken down him,
And pinch and prick, cut, bite, and scratch, half bake, half boil, half

drown him.

Away ! ye craftsmen, to your tasks, go through his lungs and liver,
Explore his heart, swim up his veins, and make his toenails shiver."

Presto ! And quick as hghtning's flash I feel in every pore
A burning, tinghng, aching pain, as a million pins or more.

Pausanius' Spartans shook me up as though I had chorea
While following Mardonius, my stomach for Platea.
Hannibal led his swarthy hosts pell-mell across my pharynx.
And Marcus Curtius leaped his horse headlong adown my larynx.
A compound, double-knotted twinge, shot o'er my cutis vera.

As Persians danced hilarious at the wedding of Statira,
My head was twisted right about, a sort of mock Torquata,
While Manhus' troop was boring my medulla oblongata;
Great Csesar, too, was at my Gaul ; he'd pierced the great hepatic.
While Antony had fled away and hid in a lymphatic.
The Goths and Huns assailed my nose�they dammed up every tear;
Then Rome just gave a sudden lurch and crashed right in my ear.

Quick Moslerns straight from Turkey oozed through at every pore,
Whrle Charles Martelwas hammering their heads off by the score.

Sudden there came another change�the heroes all were fled�
And I was but a vast machine with wheels and gear instead.
The Atiantic cable stretched from ear to ear internal,
While an elevated railroad grew from my cerebro-spinal.
A mighty mill was in each knee, two saw-mills right from Texas,
While telephones from all the worid met in my solar plexus.
And such a buzzing, whizzing clash, and roar like all perdition
Was never heard since Father Time first gave an exhibition.
Another change and all was still, a dull, dead, awful pause.And my whole system then conformed to mathematics' laws.
My thorax was a cylinder built up on conic sections.
My head a parallelopipedon wrth prism ear projections;Each hair became a secant of indefinite extension.While legs and arms were simplified to forms of one dimension �

And tangents touched me everywhere and held me in their focus.As though Agnesi's subtie witch enthralled me in her locus
Presto again ! A barren waste, a desert I became
Where grew dead roots of languages of every form and name;Uld Greek verbs sprouted from my head with stems too thick to men

tion.
While Latin nouns stuck in my throat of old and rare declension.I grew as spotted as a lynx with grief and sore vexation,
Thpl c f .,!^�"l^ ^^ ^""^"-^^ *� ^�"^� to such base derivation.Ihen several other changes came with bang and roar and mmble,
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Till I was one chaotic mass, my being all a jumble.
Quicker and faster came my breath, my pulse each beat increases.
Till I awoke with such a start my bed flew all to pieces !
Do you wonder now that when I think of last Thanksgiving night.
My feelings are so terrible I shudder yet from fright ?
The reunion and festival were decided successes, and it is expected

that they will increase in interest every succeeding year. The associa
tion respectfully requests that the other alumni associations make it a
rule to hold reunions and banquets the 24th of each November.

Geo. W. Elliott, Secretary.

LIBERTY.

GEORGE W. PAT'tESON, ZETA, '8 1.

By the patriot's faith and pride.
By his heart which bled and died.
Liberty was sanctified.

By the death-griefs hourly felt.
By the prayers when mothers knelt.
Prayers of love so oft denied.
Liberty was sanctified.

By the ties ofmarriage torn.
By the brow with sorrow worn

Of the swift deserted bride.
Liberty was sanctified.

By the camp-fire's midnight prayer,
As 'neath tattered banners there
Winds of loyal heaven sighed.
Liberty was sanctified.

By the soldier's " Take me God,"
As upon the sweet, cool sod.
Flowed the hot blood from his side.
Liberty was sanstified.

By the flag in precious gore
Writ with " freedom " o'er and o'er.
By the blood which none denied.
Liberty was sanctified.

By the patriot's faith and pride.
By his heart which bled and died,
Liberty was sanctified
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SALUTATORY.

The opening number of the fourth volume of The Diamond pre
sents itself to the fraternity in altered form and under new manage
ment. The magazine will hereafter be issued quarterly�in November,
January, March, and May, and will be published in New York City,
under the direction of resident Alumni.
The Diamond, owing to its enlarged size, will be able more fully

and completely to represent, as the official organ, the constantly grow
ing interests of Psi Upsilon. It will be the aim of the Board of Editors
to furnish its readers with a magazine interesting and valuable from a

literary standpoint, and to furnish the Fraternity with an accurate re

cord of its events, which shaU prove interesting and valuable from a

historical standpoint.
In order to the accomphshing of this double aim. The Diamond

will endeavor, in its several departments, to secure articles from prom
inent Psi Upsilon authors, of the quantity and quality of whom wemay
well be proud; to produce letters from the different chapters, which will
display their character, worth, and coUegiate standing; to notice and
record items of moment occurring in the Fratemity, and to publish per
sonal items of graduate members, which will revive college associations
and strengthen the mutual intercourse between graduate and under
graduate.
In general. The Diamond, working upon the same general princi

ples and along the same lines as heretofore, will be the organ of the
Fratemity, by the Fraternity, and for the Fratemity alone, and will strive
to be the worthy representative of all that Psi Upsilon means and is.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS.
The rapidly increasing number of Alumni Associations which are

being formed by Psi U's resident in our larger cities, and the enthusi-
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asm manifested in their support by the older as well as the younger
members, afford the most convincing proof possible, that there is a
" something " in our fraternity which does not terminate with gradu
ation from college, but which endures throughout the years, and draws-
us all together in sympathy and mutual regard with a never-weaken

ing attraction.
The Association which was formed in New York City last spring

was begun with surprising success. The banquet at Delmonico's was

attended by nearly two hundred members, the largest gathering of the
kind of which there is record ; and the many prominent men who-
were present and responded to toasts made the occasion a brilliant
one in a literary and social sense. The Association is assured of

capable management under an honored list of officers, including such.
men as Hon. H. C. VanVorst, Hon. A. W. Tourgee, Ex-Gov.
D. H. Chamberlain, Dr. Henry D. Noyes, and Frederic R, Coudert;;
while the Executive Committee, consisting of one representative from
each chapter, is enthusiastic in the enterprize, and determined to make
the organization permanent, far-reaching, and effective.
The members of the Fraternity resident in Albany and vicinity are

following the example of their brethren at the other end of the Hudson,
and are taking steps prehminary to the forming of a similar association

during the coming winter. The same energetic spirit has pervaded the
more Southern Psi Upsilons, and we are pleased to record that under
the genial influence of a banquet table (under the influence, not un der
the table) a Psi Upsilon association has been estabUshed at Johns:
Hopkins University. The leaders of the movement, which has tran

spired within the last fortnight, were as follows: George -S. Morris,
Zeta, '6 1, Lecturer on History of Philosophy; Herbert B. Adams, Gam
ma, '71, Associate Professor of History; J. Franklin Jameson, Gamma,
'79, Assistant Professor ofHistory ; Edward M. Hartwell, Gamma, '73,
Instructor of Physical Culture ; F. A. Cristie, Gamma, '81 ; Benj. T.

Roberts, Upsilon, '84; Louis Bell, Zeta, '84; F. H. Herrick, Zeta,
'81 ; H. B. Gardner, Zeta, '84; H. H. Birney, Eta, '87.
With such a strong representation, both among the Faculty and

students, the association is without question destined to a flourishing;
and successful career.
These alumni associations will, of course, be of great value to grad

uate members of our Fraternity; but their purpose is not purely a selfish

one, and their good effects will not be confined entirely to those com

posing them. While their main object is certainly to afford opportunity
for reviewing and renewing old college and society affiliations among
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those whose professional or mercantile pursuits would otherwise prevent
such opportunity, it is, at the same time, equally true that this organiza
tion among graduates will inculcate both the desire and the power to

work efficiently upon those who have not finished their college course.

We hold that these associations are not accomplishing their aim and
intent unless they are directing themselves so as to benefit with their

influence, advice, and guidance both graduate and undergraduate alike ;
and we confidently expect that great good will accrue to the active
membership of our chapters from the united and applied strength ofour
Alumni associations.

THE CHANGE.

The plan of changing the place of publication of the Diamond
was under discussion by the members of the former Board of Editors
during a large portion of the last collegiate year. The journal, in its
former location and under its previous management, received the un

divided support of the several chapters of the Fraternity and the zeal
ous assistance of many graduate members. Yet the facilities for pub
lishing a larger and more thoroughly representative magazine, and
for increasing its circulation, were necessarily limited at Schenectady.
Therefore, the editors willingly canvassed and perfected a plan for re
moving the paper to a central location.
The heartiest commendation is due Bro. Dow Beekman, the recent

Editor in Chief a.n6. his associates, for their careful and energetic super
vision of the recent issues of the Diamond They pioneered the paper
through three years of eariy struggles, based its editorial management
on firm and lasting principles, and, when it had secured a good stand-
mg, were not loath to transfer it to a new sphere of action where manyaids could be utilized to the end of giving Psi Upsilon a superior jour-nal. '

As the official organ of the Fraternity, the Diamond will fol
low the principle established and maintained by the recent editors, ofbemg a pubhcation devoted exclusively to Psi Upsilon. As in the
past, the paper will continue separate from the control of any chapter,and he editors will aim to supply the Fratemity with a joumal whichwdl thoroughly represent the best interests of the Fratemity.
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THETA�UNION COLLEGE.

When Schenectady awoke fromitssummertorpor,in the middle of Sep
tember, to welcome the returning students of Union,it wasnoticeablethat
a halfscore of energetic men, wearing a diamond-shaped badge, min

gled with the newly fledged Freshmen. And the assiduous manner

in which these Psi U.'s paraded the glories and beauties of their fra

ternity before these Freshmen minds was as gratifying in its results to

the Psi U.'s, as it was discomfiting to their rivals. The Epitome aided

greatly in the campaign, and the new men were as thoroughly pleased
with Bro. Jacobs' comprehensive work as the older heads.
One pleasant evening in October, the following men were initiated

into the mysteries of Psi Upsilon, and took upon themselves the obli

gations of the Fraternity : Edward Terrill, '85, Stone Ridge, N. Y. ;
N. L. Bates, '88, Oswego, N. Y.; H. Mandeville, '88, Elmira, N. Y.; W.
Ten Eyck, '88, Albany, N. Y., and F. C. Richards, '88, Sandy Hill, N. Y.
The ceremonies were attended by the usual number of graduate

members of the Theta and other chapters, and the festivities always
attendant upon initiation lasted until an early hour. The men initiated

are, we feel confident, the choice of the class, and have already given
numerous proofs of their worth. Another initiation will occur next

term, when other men, now pledged, will don the diamond.
Under the careful supervision of some of the undergraduates, resi

dent in Albany, our chapter rooms received a thorough renovating and

refitting during the summer, and presented a very tasty and gratifying
appearance on our return. We have been deprived of the pleasure
of the presence of Brother T. H. Foote, '86, and Brother J. M. Mosher,
'86, in our chapter workings this term. The former was severely in

jured during the summer vacation by the upsetting of a tally-ho coach,
and the latter has been on the sick Hst for several weeks. Their re

turn next term is gladly anticipated. Our circle has been further en-
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larged by the addition of the names of Bro. Beekman, '84, Tutor in
the Classical Institute, and Bro. De Puy, '%2� Tutor of Mathematics
in the College�both energetic and loyal members of the Fraternity.
Last Commencement added new laurels to the Theta's record�Bro.
Beekman capturing the two highest prizes, the Ingham and the Allen

Essay, while Bro. Foote secured the first Junior Oratorical prize.
One thing clearly perceptible to an observer of society life in Union,

is the even manner in which Psi U. pursues her course in that college.
For several years this chapter has maintained a strong hold in the

college, securing a good delegation each year, pushing forth new

schemes for the increase of the chapter library and improvement of
our chapter home, and yearly gaining a stronger hold socially and

mentally in the college. The college, itself, has labored for a few years
under disserting circumstances. But the "bone of contention " has de

parted to a more congenial climate, and the college, under prudent
and live management, looks to a prosperous future. The size of the

entering class equals that of the two preceding years and furnishes.
good material for society selections ; but most of the other secret or

ganizations represented here have been compelled to content them-
seves with very meagre delegations. Alpha Delta Phi secured no Fresh
men, Sigma Phi one, and Delta Phi and Delta Upsilon two each.
Numerically and otherwise, Psi U.'is strong here, and the efforts of
our graduates and undergraduates are towards the permanency of
these claims.
In the annual class elections, Psi U. obtainedher share of the honors;.

in the Senior class Bro. Foote is Historian, and Bro. Terrill Class
Orator. We extend our best wishes to the Diamond in its new form,
and appreciate the advantages which are to be derived from its present
place of publication. To all brothers who may find it convenient to
stop in Schenectady, we cordially extend an invitation to visit the
Theta, and we will be pleased to show them, among other interesting
things, the original archives of the Fraternity�also to demonstrate the
fact that the mother chapter of Psi Upsilon is in a highly prosperouscondition.

DELTA�NEW YORK UNIVERSITY.

Looking backward over the record of the past year, the work
accomplished and honors gained, and facing the bright prospects of
the coming year, we all feel that Delta has good cause to congratulateherself, and be congratulated.
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One of our men took the valedictory and first fellowship at the last

commencement ; another held the Presidency of the Eucleian Literary
Society and presided at the annual reunion; while in the same society
both the salaried offices of Treasurer and Librarian were held, and

still are held, by Psi Upsilon men. The second Eucleian Prize for

English composition also fell to a Psi U. At the last Quarterly
elections we secured four of the seven editors on the new Board, after

having been shut out from the editorship for a year by a combination

of the other societies. One of those elected�Bro. G. S. White, '86�

we lose this year by reason of his going to Princeton.

Our fall campaign has been carried on with great success ; but, on

account of our three-months' regulation, the harvesting comes later

than that of other chapters. We have secured a fine delegation from

'88, and six or seven new men will form a background for the Psi

U. pin. We have found the Epitome of great assistance in sow

ing the seed of information in the fertile soil of the Freshman mind.

We look forward with a good deal of interest to the second editions

of the Owl and the Clarion, the rival papers of the Chapter published
by the odd and even classes, respectively. They proved a great attrac

tion last year and were quite successful. At our last Delta reunion

they were brought out simultaneously in a contest of merit, to be

voted upon by the brothers present, the one voted the inferior to give
something for the decoration of the rooms. It is needless to state

that each paper brought out as many of the graduates as possible to

vote ; but the Owl was the more fortunate, and the mercury dropped in
the thermometer of the Clarion.

During the summer extensive repairs have been going on at the New

York University. They were much needed, and, now that they are

accomplished, the building presents a much better appearance within

and without. Our rooms are still at 701 Broadway, and we shall. be

glad to welcome any brother who finds a stray moment in which he

may drop in and give us the grip.

BETA�YALE COLLEGE.

A few weeks ago we received from our Fraternity neighbors of Mid
dletown, an invitation to attend the festivities to be held there in honor

of their new initiates. Unfortunately, it happened that but few of us

were then able to get away, and the regrets of thosewho did not go were

made all the keener by the enthusiastic report of the informal delega-
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tion that did. The latter were royally treated, and enjoyed themselves

royally. The '85 members of our chapter recall a like occasion of a

year ago ; so it is the second time they express their gratitude to our

brothers ofWesleyan.
To us the most memorable event of the past year was the initia

tion of the present active members. Upon that occasion their fra

ternity life was ushered in by a most delightful round of festivities,
gratifying to eye, ear, and palate alike ; while, at the same time, they
could not fail to be impressed with a sense of the responsibility partiy
shifted to their shoulders. Whether they will be able to bear creditably
the burden of it remains to be seen. Certainly the list of names last
enrolled in our Chapter Book looks very encouraging.
Probably this letter would be incomplete without a statement of the

honors attained by the youngest members of the Beta. Certainly pre
cedent seems to require one ; and we should be glad of the opportunity
to present it had not a glance at some splurges of vainglory in the

chapter letters of certain back numbers of the Delta Kappa Epsilon
Quarterly warned us how littie such things may be taken to mean.

For example, the correspondent once unblushingly stated that their Phi
Chapter had one substitute on the football eleven while Psi Upsilon
had none ; a foxy dodge, indeed, for we had at the time two men in fixed
places on the team, and they had none. Still, we do not deny that
Delta Kappa Epsilon has produced some eminent men. Eminent, per
haps, chiefly as exceptions; " Hectora quis nosset si felix Troja
fuisset?"

But to conclude : we beheve that we can present to our brethren a

hst most enviable in the sight of our rivals. In '85 we have the four
captains of the four main departments of university athletics, to wit :

the crew, football, baseball and lacrosse, four-fifths of the Lit. Board,
the prospective�but all that is an old story. In '86 we are excel
lently represented in athletics, having on each one of the first three
teams mentioned above more men than the same class in Delta Kappa
Epsilon has to represent her on all the four together. We have the
mter-collegiate tennis champion, the probable valedictorian of '86,
etc., etc. Whether, as we said above, '86 can come out in the end
(from a Psi Upsilon point of view) as well as '85 has done, we dare not
predict. The Juniors' talents differ from those of their predecessors,and may or may not be as great,-no one can tell ; for, as the Yankee
said, you cannot compare baked beans with a sunset
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SIGMA�BROWN UNIVERSITY.

Now that the Freshmen have been initiated, and the Presidential

campaign is over, the two most disturbing elements which have ruf

fled the ordinarily severe and quiet atmosphere in which the Sigpa
lives and breathes have subsided and have left the way clear for a

retrospect of as much of the year as we have already passed through.
The trying period previous to initiation witnessed the usual vicissi

tudes of a college campaign, and though some set-backs and disap
pointments followed our efforts, or possibly our mistakes, yet, as a final

result, five new men have assumed the obligations of Psi U.'s.
Our membership now numbers twenty, the same as last year. Of

the five men we have lost, two are studying law in Boston and Cam

bridge respectively, two are going into business, and one is studying
history and politics in Johns Hopkins University.
The great political campaign we have just passed through has in

various ways affected our Psi Upsilon circle. Enthusiasm for their
cause has impelled some of our most active partisans to forgetall other
occupations on the nights consecrated to the torchlight honor of their
favorites, and thus ourlodge-room exercises have occasionally suffered;
but the interest aroused in the progress of events, and the topics sug

gested for discussion and debate, have greatly increased our resources

for entertainment. A canvass of the Chapter would give about 15 for
Blaine and '5 for Cleveland.

If good fellowship and good feeling are evidences of prosperity the

Sigma stands upon a high plane. Our alumni, from the founders

down, have shown repeated signs of interest in our Chapter and in the

Fraternity; our ranks are full, our representations in most of the college
organizations are large. The President of the Senior class is a Psi

Upsilon. In music we have made a step in advance over last year.
Our literary work we are trying constantly to improve.
The Sigma has to lament that it has not taken in more men from be

yond the confines of Providence, but on the whole looks forward to a

year of great enjoyment and profit.
We congratulate the Fraternity upon the greatly needed change and

improvement made in the publication and management of the Diamond,
which is another of the oft recurring evidences of the ever-upward
movement of our dearly-loved Psi Upsilon.
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GAMMA�AMHERST COLLEGE.

Amherst has every reason to be proud of her seven beautiful society
houses, and the Gamma is particulariy fortunate in the possession of

the most desirable of them all. During the summer vacation our Psi

Upsilon home has been changed very much for the better, for which

change we are indebted chiefly to our Alumni, a new proof of their
�enthusiasm and generosity. A society with wide-awake, interest-taking
�" older brethren " can not but be prosperous. We found, on our re

turn, the house newly painted, a veranda added upon the south side,
the grounds graded, and the parlors refurnished and renovated. These

improvements were carried forward under the efficient and faithful
'direction of Brother Prof R. H. Mather, '57, and Brother Joseph
Hutcheson, '85.
The campaign was vigorously pushed at the opening of the fall term,

and we had no difficulty in pledging nine men, who, we congratulate
ourselves, are the nine best in '88. Among these is the winner of the
Porter Prize, awarded for the best entrance examination, and other

representative men.

On the evening of October loth the following men were initiated:
Wm. B. Aiher, '86, Norwich, Conn.; C. W. Bisham, '88, New York
City; John N. Blair, '88, Peari River, N. Y.; Fred. L. Chapman, '88,
Elgin, III; Arthur V. Davis, '88 (brother of Davis, '87), Hyde Park,
Mass. ; Horace W. Dickerman, 'Z?,, Chicago, 111.; Wm. Esty, '88 (son
of Prof Esty, '60), Amherst, Mass.; Shattuck O. Hartwell, '88 (brother
�oi Hartwell, '73), Littieton, Mass.; Arthur F. Stearns, 'i?, (brother of
Stearns, '85), Amherst, Mass.; Harold G. Griffith, '88, Springfield, Mass.
The initiation was an unusually pleasant one on account of the large

number of Alumni present. We were also glad to welcome brothers
from the Beta and the Beta-Beta.
At the first regular meeting after initiation, the new brothers were

examined on the constitution and by-laws and the history of the
Fraternity. The Freshmen did remarkably well, showing thorough
preparation by the facility with which they answered the questionsasked them. Honorable mention was awarded to Brother Blair for
passing the best examination. This custom, instituted a few years ago,has proved to be an exceedingly valuable one, and we would heartilyrecommend it to the other chapters.
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ZETA�DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.

It is almost a platitude to say that the Zeta is in a prosperous con

dition ; of any Psi Upsilon chapter, that goes without saying. Now at

the beginning of the year, however, let me epitomize our successes of

the present�omens of the successes of the future. In the amount of

prize-money taken last Commencement we stood second among the

five fraternities here represented, enriching ourselves to the extent of

$111. At present we have in all the classes eight class officers

out of a possible twelve. The historians of '86 and '87 are good
Psi Upsilons, and the President of the Freshman class has just
been initiated into the mysteries. At the beginning of the term seven

Psi Upsilons played on the college Rugby eleven, but the number has
since been lowered to six by the resignation of one brother, who, after
attempting unavailingly to knock something out of his head, has de

termined to try to knock something into it. Brothers Allen ('85),Wil

liams ('86), and Quint ('87), form three out of the five members to

supervise a course of lectures at Hanover during the coming winter.

Friday, the 14th of October, we initiated Brothers F. C. Avery,
G. F. Chandler, F. H. Chase, A. A. Fisher, F. E. Gore, T. O. Hariow,
F. L. Keay, F. H. Pearson, and F. A. Walker, into the secrets of Psi

Upsilon. We are pleased with the new delegation, and are assured
that they will be honest, capable, and faithful to the trust we repose in
them.

For the rest, I can say nothing, save that pohtics have hot dis

rupted nor snow storms disheartened us ; for here, as elsewhere, politi-
ical feeling has run riot, and here, as not elsewhere, we pray in our

large-heartedness. The elements of winter have anticipated themselves
and frozen every kindly element in our hearts save faith to the old

Fraternity.

LAMBDA�COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

The Lambda's prospects, at the opening of this collegiate year, were

not at all bright. Only a dozen active members remained to mourn

the loss of '84 with its Psi U. delegation of fourteen. Nothing
discouraged by the seeming odds against us, we pulled ourselves

together and set to work with an enthusiasm which lasted all through
the campaign. The result was extremely disappointing�to the other

fraternities. Such a sudden increase in the number of Psi U. pins seen
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upon Freshmanic breasts has not been known since the days of '8 1.

Nine Freshmen were initiated eariy in November, as were also a Jun
ior from the Law School and a member of the Medical School. But
one other fratemity has secured their usual number, five ; and though
the quantity be all right, it already seems as if the quality were not

quite what it should be. There are six more, members of '%%, whom
we expect to bring in before the opening of the second term.

Of college honors, our men have a very comfortable share ; it is too

early to enumerate,�many organizations having not yet chosen their
officers for the present year.
Our Alumni have perfected the organization of the Chapter Gradu

ate Club, and often hold well attended meetings at our rooms. With
our solid Freshman delegation rejoicing in their newly discovered life,
and our Alumni taking a renewed interest in their undergraduate
brothers, the Lambda surely has cause for believing itself to be the fa
vorite of Fortune.

KAPPA�BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

The present term�the opening one of the year�finds the members
of the Kappa deeply interested in the work of Psi Upsilon. Our mem
bership is the same as at the close of last year, four Seniors being
added to our list of Alumni, of whom Sayward is to devote his attention
to the study of law, at his home in Alfred; Clark will study medicine
Bradley is traveling in Europe, and Smith is teaching in a military
school in California. Four men from '88 are to take the places of
those who have been drawn from the altar of Psi Upsilon to mingle
with- the busy strife of active life. And they are earnest, zealous men,
who_ realize how fortunate they were in gaining admittance to the
leadmg Greek Letter society of the country. Already are they mani
festing an mterest and brotherly feeling that promises well for the
future welfare of the society. The Kappa Chapter is especially fortunate m the interest of its Alumni. Usually at any sort of entertainment
large numbers are present, and give an encouraging word to the active
members. At the annual reunion at Commencement there was a largenumber ofthe Alumni present-some from way back inthe 'so's and6o s; and the way these brothers, who had met the storm of life andode tnump^iantiy the billows, spoke of the "good old times" when

another ". f"" J' ^'^ "'''' ""''''' "^� ^^^^ affection for one

warmlv anH ^ T"' �'' ^�^^^^^'-' "^^^ ^ ^^^^P ^tiH morewarmly and affectionately our brother's hand at parting
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Brother John Wilson, Portland, Me., '80, deserves special mention,
as a brother who maintains constantly an interest in the Chapter, and
indeed, in the society at large, which allows no opportunity to pass-

unneglected for increasing her material prosperity. Nothing serves s�

much to make the undergraduate members express zeal and enthusi
asm in the work of Psi U. as a knowledge that the Alumni are watch

ing them and maintaining an interest in them.
In matters pertaining to the college the Kappa takes an active inter

est. We furnished for the University crew one member last year, and

the first director ; this year we have the prospect of one man in the

crew, and have already the second director and commodore.
In scholarship our standing compares favorably with other societies.

In the Sophomore class Psi U. claimed two prizes out of a possible four,
and in the coming exhibitions she will have three out of a possible
eight, selected on the basis of rank. We are represented on the col

lege publication�The Orient�by two men, one of whom is business

manager. None of the class elections have as yet come off, but yet it
is fair to suppose that Psi U. will receive her full quota of officers as

heretofore. A friendly rivalry exists at Bowdoin between Psi U. and

other societies. One of our important differences from other societies
here is, that in "fishing " we do not slander our rivals or any individual

member, which results, we are pleased to say, much in our favor.

Anything of this sort is quickly noticed by new men, who readily con

clude that they are sought, not upon the demerits of other societies,
but upon the advantages of our own ; and we have little difficulty in

showing what these are;

PSI�HAMILTON COLLEGE.

Affairs at Hamilton since the opening of the term have been in

marked contrast to the turmoil and disturbance of last year. Dur

ing this lull in the storm the Psi has found her time fully occupied
in " rushing " Freshmen, as well as in the erection of her Chapter
House. When our eight men in '84 were about to leave, the
thought forced itself upon us : Where will we find the men to-

fill the places so soon to become vacant ? In response to our ques
tioning and our efforts, we have been most successful in our cam

paign. In the early part of the term we initiated seven men from

the P'reshman class, and one from the Sophomore class. All of these
are men who, we have every reason to beheve, will develop into loyal
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Psi U.'s, and win an honorable place for themselves among the sons
�of the Psi.
In punishment for the " bolt " of the Senior class, Clark Prize and

prize debate were denied to them. This brought the other exercises
of Commencement week into unusual prominence, and there was
considerable strife for desirable positions. Brother Morrow, '84, was
however, chosen by his class, orator for class day. Brother Hager, "86
-also won an appointment on McKinney Prize Declamation.
In general college matters the Psi has been especially active this

year, and has gained as her reward the appointment of Brother White
'85, as Treasurer of the Athletic Association, and Brother Slauson, '86,
as director of the ball nine. We also have two men in the glee club'
and one man in the college choir. Our regular fraternity editors on'
the college publications are Brother White, '85, on the Monthly, and
Brother Selfridge, '86, on the Hamiltonian.

So much mention was made of our Chapter House in the letters of
last year that we will forbear any lengthy notice of it, although it is
the subject nearest our hearts. Had not the contractor been greatiydelayed by the scarcity of competent workmen, it would have been
ready for occupancy the first of September. We expect to take possession at the openmg of the winter term. Until that time we shall con
tinue to develop our powers of imagination by computing how many of

^

our sister chapters will afford us opportunities for displaying the ampleaccommodations of our house as well as our own hospitahty

XI�WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.
I take up the history of the Xi at our last college Commencement

iitnir" """^^' '^ my predecessor. iLll ofits exeS
w raVarlrrrTr'"^'""- ^'^^^^^-" �f the twenty- three prizes
seven of the thirt � T^ �' '''' *^^'^^" �-^^1 honors and

half of1 'P'""' ^�''�'' ^^'^ ^^'^^^ by Psi U.'s, whik onehalf of the commencement orators were Psi IT '= tu- 1
. Mng dose .� o� prosperous fraZu/^e."' ""' """""' *� "

impression that ,ha. desiraM^ It'trNrThe.rT, '" '''''�''�'

"aSrr;.re�ri-':�r?^^^^^^Alpha Delta Phi this form. ' ^""^ three elected byPhi, this former impression proved to be a delusion. Our
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completed delegation of nine men from '88 is in every respect an ex

cellent one, and is a valuable addition to our number in music, scholar
ship, and sociability.
At our annual initiation, Sept. 26, seven were present from the Beta,

six from the Beta Beta, together with a large number of Alumni of our

own chapter. Wemissed ourSeniorProfessors who uniformly attend our

initiations. One, Prof C. S. Harrington, was detained at home by sick
ness; the other, Prof. J. C. Van Benschoten,is in Greece as Director of

the American School at Athens. The following was our programme
for the evening :�

INITIATION CEREMONY.
Quartette Bugle Horn..

Messrs. Tateum, Judd, J. A. Saxe, Clark.
" If you have tears to shed, prepare to shed them now," as the

. obsequies will open with a Farce, entitled
�IN THE WRONG HOUSE.�

'

CAST

Themistocles Judd,�a learned author F. S. Woo ds.
Nathaniel Nokes,�Lotty's Pa W Brill.
Tom Jarvis J. W. Lewis.
Detective C. D. Burdick.

Lotty,�Jarvis's wife F. E. Williams.
Mrs. Clapper,�landlady A. T. Civil.

N. B.�The audience is requested to remain till the close of the

play.

Instrumental music Selected..

Messrs. J. A. Saxe, J. W. Saxe, G. B. Pike, T. Richards.

First production in America of the great European Sensation, the
Romantic Operetta

THE GALLANT GARROTER.

Produced at an enormous expense. Delivered over 500 times to-

full audiences in Dime Museums in New York and elsewhere.
CAST�

Augustus Montmorency,�hero and virtuous villain,
Signor Her. Welchero.

Timothy Trictrac,�aged lover, so to speak, Signor Jasona Defandorfi.
Hardbake Highflyer,�cruel dad, Signor Johannes Clarkio.

Angelina Highflyer,�"
a maiden fair to see," Signora Mudd.

Mrs. Soapsuds,�cultured washerwoman, Signora Ines Gallso..

Sally Soapsuds,� lovely daughter of the preceding,
Signora Cyrus Strongerio.
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Argument�Act I. Scene i.�The Burglar and his Jimmy. Scene

2.�Hard words�the discovery.
Act II. Scene i�Montmorency found. Scene 2�Astounding

Revelations.
Orchestra.�J. A. Saxe, J. W. Saxe, G. B. Pike, T. Richards.

Quartette
" Cold Comfort"

Messrs. Judd, Defandorf, Welch, and Clark.

A Grand Spectacular play entitied " Come, Brothers Swell," will now
be performed by the brothers in the parlor.

After the banquet we returned to the hall, which we left at 3.30 A.

M., to serenade our city Alumni and other friends ofthe chapter.
On the evening of Sept. 22d, Gen. Joseph R. Hawley spoke in the

city. After the speech the chapter gave him an informal reception at

their parlors. There were present several Alumni from the city and a

pleasant evening was passed.
Our chapter life thus far has been very harmonious. Boarding to

gether as we do in our chapter house, we are brought into close con

tact with each other and spend much time together. After each meal,
especially at supper, many of the brothers linger in the parlor to listen
to the violin, cornet, flute, piano, or all of them,while others play at chess,
checkers, and the like. All are reluctant to leave all this for the less
welcome " grind." While we spend much time thus, we feel it is not

lost, for after such relaxation the " grind " seems easier and college
life pleasanter. Our regularWednesday evening sings, from the Frater
nity song book, also do much to break the monotony ofthe week and
increase our love for " Our Noble Old Fraternity."

UPSILON�ROCHESTER UNIVERSITY.

Since the last issue of the Diamond the Upsilon has graduated
one class and initiated another. In the graduation of the class
of '84, both the Upsilon and the University placed upon their alumni
lists the names of men who are not only loyal Psi Upsilons, but also
brilliant and high honor men. To Brothers Coe and Strong were
awarded the highest honors ofthe course, the Townsend and Sherman
scholarships. Brother Coe graduated with the highest standing of his
class, and one of the highest ever obtained at this university. Brothers
Coe and Strong are at present pursuing post-graduate courses, the for-
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mer at Boston University Theological School, and the latter at Harvard
University.
Last month we initiated the finest four men in the class of '88. They

are Paul W. Morris, Bridgeport, Conn. ; Francis C. Williams, Corning,
N. Y. ; W. Adolph Gracey, and Richard Van Voorhis, Rochester. We

expect that each one of them will lead his class. As some of our Fresh
man brothers have considerable musical talent, we are organizing a Psi
U. orchestra, which will consist of six or eight pieces, and will fumish
the music for our gatherings.
It gives us much pain to announce the death of Brother Edward E.

Tucker, '83. Brother Tucker died last August at his home in Albion,
N. Y. He had made many friends both in callege and out, and was

sincerely mourned for by all who knew him. "The Upsilon has lost a

tried and faithful friend and brother.
The first annual banquet of the Psi Upsilon Alumni Association of

Rochester, will be held on the;;fvening of the 24th qf this month. A
most enjoyable time is anticipated. As this is the first banquet of. the
association, it is expected that every one of our nearly qne hundred
Alumni in this city will be present and contribute to the jollity of the
occasion.

^ IOTA�KENYON COLLEGE.

The Iota this year glories in a larger membership than she has had
for years. Necessarily our membership, as compared with that ofmost
others chapters, is small ; for Kenyon is a small college, and yet six
fraternities seek shelter within her walls. The Fraternity^ however, is
aware that Iota has always preserved the conservative character of the

Society, and that the chapter has been regarded by other fraternities
here with the respect that is won by Psi Upsilon everywhere. The
last Freshman class offered a good field, from which we succeeded in

gathering a good harvest Seven of the class, more than one-fourth of

all, knelt before lota's altar at our last initiation. We have especial
cause for congratulation in the character ofmen secured. It is com

monly conceded by disinterested persons that Psi U. has the pick of
the new class. More than half of the Freshman class officers are Psi
U. men.
Our ^meetings ar^ifull of interest, each one of them serving to increase

that Psi U. ardor, which is always to be found in Iota nien, both in

college and ^fter graduation. "=- *''

The chapt^ picture taken recently was very good. It might not
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be becoming to speak ofthe appearances of the twelve active members
who make the picture attractive ; but any brother, active or graduate,
who will come to Gambier, may see the photograph, and will be hearti
ly welcomed by a dozen brothers.

Perhaps we told you before that we have been getting together the

pictures of as many former Iota men as possible. We have been pret

ty successful so far, and we hope soon to have the list complete.
During the recent poHtical campaign. Senator- Frye found himself

one evening in Mt. Vernon, only fivemiles distant from Gambier. We

took advantage ofthe opportunity, and the chapter called in a body on

the Senator. He was evidently very glad to see us, and enjoyed the

hour spent in singing and talking Psi U., as well as the boys. He re

called with great interest the days when he was one of the Kappa
boys. No worthy Psi U., who comes so near, can escape us, and
those who come had better be full of fraternity spirit, as Senator Frye
showed himself to be.

Our Chapter House scheme is not being pushed very rapidly just at
present. However, we would not have it inferred that the plan is
abandoned. Many of our graduates are realizing more and more that
Iota must have a chapter house, and when that notion once gets fairly
into the heads of our old boys, it will not be long in finding its way to

their hearts and pockets ; and then you will aJl be welcome to the

house-warming.
lota's twenty-fifth birthday is coming next year, and she intends to

celebrate the event The anniversary doesn't come till November, but
we shall probably choose commencement week for our celebration, as
the time when the greatest number of graduates can most easily be

gotten together.
We hope that the change in the management of the Diamond will

be a happy one, and that the usefulness of the journal will increase
more and more.

PHI�MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.
" When comes the mild September," or rather when about half of it

has gone, the piazzas, halls, and rooms of our chapter house begin to ex

change the quiet ofthe long vacation for the greetings and songs of the
returning students. This year neariy all the boys were back a full week
before college opened, and they were re-enforced by several Alumni who
only wanted " to see how things are getting along, you know." Arrived
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also, a new matron for our house�a matron whose like Ann Arbor had
never known, and the fame of whose dinners soon spread throughout
the city. We began to feel that our advantages should not be confined
to too small a circle ; and now ensued a series of successful interviews
with certain promising members ofthe class of '88, interviews enlivened
by the presence of third parties wearing alien badges and long faces. A

low thermometer marks the day when Psi U. elections are refused.

Indeed, the weather continued quite warm until we had thirteen men

pledged. Four of these, however, will not enter the University until
next year, and two of the Freshmen will not be initiated immediately.
Seven were admitted on Friday evening, October loth. After the cere

monies. Professor Charles Kendall Adams spoke some words ofwelcome
and advice to theneophytes, and then the large company, twenty-two grad
uates and twenty-six students, took supper in the dining-room of our
house. The Rev. Rufus W. Clark, Jr. (Delta, '65), presided happily over
the post-prandial exercises, giving us an excellent set of sentiments,
which were responded to more or less appropriately by numerous ora

tors. The Rev. Samuel H. Adams (Psi, '63), the father of one of the
�" newly elect," told us about the convention of 1864, which granted
Michigan's petition for a charter, and of which he was the presiding
�officer. Speeches were also made by Mr. Willard S. Pope (Psi, '51);
by Hon. A. M. Henry (Phi, '67); by John M. Wheeler (Theta, '41);
by Professor M. L. D'Ooge (Phi, '62), and by many others. Two of
the Freshmen were called upon, and acquitted themselves well. In our

enthusiasm we twice sang
" Brothers, the Day is Ended," oblivious of

the fact that another day had already taken a good start !

The graduates present at our "annual," besides thosenamed above,
were : C. E. Moore (Theta, '70) ; F. L. Robbins (Xi, '79); C. T. Mayo
(Iota, '68); Professor E. L. Walter (Phi, '68); Rev. H. C. Granger
('71); A. P. Jacobs ('73); F. L. Bliss ('77); G. W. Knight ('78); F.

J. Krampelmeier ('78); O. F. Barnes ('80); C. A. Hitchcock ('80); B.

L. D'Ooge ('81); C. L. Coffin ('82); A. E. Miller ('83); and E. N.
;Smith ('83).

Some weeks ago a challenge from Alpha Delta Phi brought on a

game of base-ball between the two societies, wherein we were winners
� 1 7 to 3 in six innings�thanks to the puzzling curves of Brother

Dennis, and to the heavy batting of our new recruits, one of whom was

at once placed upon the university nine. To assuage our grief at being
compelled to beat them, the Alpha Delts gave us a fine supper in their

recently finished house. Sic semper inter amicos /
This is the twentieth year of our existence as a chapter, and brightly
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indeed, has it opened. Our new delegation is the largest in college.
If the attentions its members received from other societies be any cri

terion, it is also the best. With other men whom we are sure to add

to it before many weeks, the class of '88 will be a constant source of

strength in Psi Upsilon. The chapter is also the largest of the many
societies here. Its members are evenly distributed throughout the

four classes ; entire harmony prevails, and we have the constant support
of zealous alumni. Six of our own graduates are in the faculty, and the

president of the university and two professors represent three other

chapters.

OMEGA�CHICAGO UNIVERSITY.

Omega begins the new college year with brighter prospects. The

law-suit in which the University has so long been involved is to be

settled in a few days. This has greatiy impeded the progress of the

University, and its baleful influence has been felt by the fraternities.
We do not doubt but that it will be decided in favor of the college^
The citizens of Chicago are already beginning to take an interest in

its welfare, and many have offered large sums of money to repair and
enlarge it, in case the decision is given in its favor. If not, a beautiful

piece of ground, about three miles from Chicago, has been offered with
a sufficient sum of money to erect a magnificent building, which will
be finished by next September, in case a removal should be necessary.
But there is no fear that the University will be moved from its present
location, since it has too many advantages for educational purposes.
Situated in the most respectable part of the city, with some of the
wealthiest churches in its immediate neighborhood, in which some of
the most distin^ished divines preside ; with only a thirty minutes' ride
to the heart of the city, where students may enjoy the benefits of at

tending some of the most complicated litigations and listening to some

of the best lecturers in the country, and having free access to the finest
pubhc library in the West, advantages which some of our time honored
Eastern institutions sigh for in vain.
The time is soon at hand when Westem men will cease sending their

sons to Eastem colleges. The Heidelberg craze is dying out, and the
Eastem will soon follow. Our University, on account of its many ad
vantages, would naturally take the lead in the West; and, had it not
been for the heavy mortgage which has hung over it, and which has
prevented men from taking any interest in its welfare, it would to-day
be the most flourishing college in the West.
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Chicago is at present the nucleus ofWestern commerce, and there is

a great probability that, in the future, it will control the commerce of
the United States, and our College become the nucleus of westem ed
ucation.
The attendance is larger this year than heretofore. Athletic clubs

have been organized; our Base-Ball Club has already gained an ama

teur reputation, and our Glee Club has proved itself worthy of its

name. We are not strong in numbers, but have more power in col

lege affairs than any other fraternity here. Our men hold some of the
most honored positions�as. Editor-in-chief of the Volatile, Presidents
of the Athenseum Literary Society and the Students' Association. In

literary merits we range with the best, and in class exercises we hold
our own. We are soon to initiate some whose powers have already
been felt in college affairs.

During the year, we stand a fair chance of carrying off many of the

college honors and of securing a good delegation from the next year's
Freshman class, which at present promises to be quite large. And we

can affirm, with all confidence, that in a few years our chapter will be
equal to some of our sister chapters in the East, in everything which
tends to elevate our Fraternity and to build ourselves up, both intellectu

ally and morally.

PI�SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.

The Pi initiated four Freshmen this term, Charles Steven Bennett,
of Syracuse ; Arthur Durand McGerald, of Tonawanda, N. Y.; Walter
Merton Peirce, of South Dover; and Wilham Plaisted Westfall, of Syra
cuse. Brother Bennett is the second son of Brother C. W. Bennett,
Xi, '52, who has been initiated into the Pi. Brother C. S. Bennett, '88,
is the sixth professor's son who has become a Pi man, every professor's
son who has matriculated in the University being a Psi U. It is with
sorrowful feeling that we contemplate the withdrawal of Bro. Dr. Ben
nett from the University. Dr. Bennett has ably filled the Chair of

History since the foundation of our University. He leaves the first
of next January to accept the Chaur of Historical Theology in the:
Garrett Biblical Institute, of Evanston, III., where he succeeds Wil
liam X. Undie, who has lately been elected Bishop of the Methodist:

Episcopal Church. Dr. Bennett has always kept a close watch upon
the doings of the Pi, and often a word of timely advice has aided the

judgment of the Chapter in some important step. It is with great re-
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luctance and regret that we sever the ties which have bound us so

closely together, and wish the Doctor God-speed in his new position.
In accordance with the special authority of the, Fratemity, the Psi

has initiated such Upsilon Kappa men as she deemed eligible for Psi

U. Upsilon Kappa had one hundred members. Fifteen are dead ;
sixteen left Genesee College to become Psi Upsilons at other colleges;
and seventeen became members of the Pi Chapter. On the 21st of

last June, fourteen other Upsilon Kappas were made Psi U.'s, and
a reunion of Upsilon Kappa was held in the chapter-rooms. Sixty
brothers adjourned afterwards to the ordinary of the Vanderbdt House
and pledged each other in good old wine. The names and residences
of the initiates were as follows: H. B. Johnson, '67, Chicago, III; D.
Hall Rice, '67, Lowell, Mass.; C. H. Green, Fairport, N. Y.; J. D.
Hammond, '66; Rev. E. H. Lattimer, '67, Churchill, N. Y.; George
K. Powell, '66, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; W. A. Sutherland, '72, Rochester,
N. Y.; John N. Beckley, '72, Rochester; John A. Munson, '70, Sa

vannah, N. Y.; Howard P. Stone, '72, Rochester; William Carter, '74,
Avon, N. Y.; B. T. Smelzer, '74, Havana, N. Y.; A. B. Randall, '76,
Syracuse; George F. Hine, '76, Syracuse. On July 23, two more

Upsilon Kappas, G. H. Warren, '66, and J. C. Sterling, '72, both of

Minneapohs, Minn., were converted into Psi U.'s. The ceremonies
were conducted at the "Lyndale" in Minneapolis, by Brothers C. A.

Congdon, '75, A. S. Congdon, '79, W. C. Burnett, '79, D. H. Hotch
kiss, '80, of the Pi, assisted by Brothers F. H. Boardman, '69, C. J.
Boardman, '73, A. L. Crocker, '73, O. P. Wheelwright, '81, C. H.

Oilman, '82, all of the Kappa Chapter and residents of Mmneapolis.
The strange coincidence was remarked that, as the initiation was far
ther west than any other ever had in Psi U., the Pi was assisted solely
by members of the chapter which is situated farthest east of all the
�chapters, and which entertained the convention that granted the
�charter of the Pi. November 26, J. S. Manning, '77, of New York,
was initiated in the hall of the Pi, making seventeen Upsilon Kappas
in all who have become Psi U's since last June.
The Pi is in a most prosperous condition. There are seventeen in

the Chapter, four Seniors, six Juniors, three Sophomores and four
Freshmen. Brother Gracey, who was pledged to the Pi, went to
Rochester University instead, and was initiated into the Upsilon. We
lost five men with the last Senior class, and one '86 brother, A. M.
Whitney, has transferred himself, and numerous photographs of Syra
cuse society young ladies, to the Gamma Chapter. Our Freshmen are

strong men, however, and will amply fill the places of the missing
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brothers. One of them is catcher and captain of the Freshman ball-

nine, and another bids fair to become a member of the University Glee
Club. There was but little fight for them by other fratemities. One
was partially pledged to D. U., but the moment he became acquainted
with our boys he demanded a release. A Psi U. lawn tennis club
has been formed ; a magnificent court has been secured ; and the
brothers almost live in knickerbockers and jerseys.
Brother George B. Penny, Chi, '85, has been pursuing a musical

course in the Fine Art College this term, preparatory to taking charge
of the Cornell Glee Club. He makes a welcome addition to the Chap
ter, and we wish he might stay the remainder of the year.
When Irving and Terry played three nights in Syracuse, Psi U.

had a young convention. The Pi entertained the Psi brothers, five
Chi brothers, and one Phi brother. The town was painted very, very
red, and it is said Miss Terry went away with a wounded heart. It is
also said that Irving was seen chasing a young gentleman, who re

sembled a handsome Psi Senior, about the corridors of the Vanderbilt
House with a billiard cue. Perhaps this last is slander.

CHI�CORNELL COLLEGE.

The Chi was fortunate in losing but two members at the last com

mencement. So, strong in members and determined in purpose, we
went to work. But we are unfortunate in being scattered�some

rooming and boarding in one place, some in another. For we gave
up the old chapter house last spring and do not expect to enter our

new one until next term. In so much have we been handicapped in

working; yet we have held our own with our rivals. However, out of
the large entering class (230) fewer eligible society men than usual are

found. At the second meeting we initiated Bro. John Van Sickle, of the
Senior class. Our annual initiation was held Saturday evening,
November 8th. The newly-fledged wearers of the diamond are : Bros.

H. N. Brooks, of Erie, Pa.; L. L. Dougherty, of Wabash, Ind.; and
J. V. Scaife, of Allegany, Pa. Another initiation at the end of this or

the beginning of next term will usher in at least four more men. But

the thing that gladdens most the hearts of the Chi is the completion
of our new and elegant Chapter house, near at hand. We do not

. think ourselves conceited when we say that socially, intellectually, and
officially we rank as high as ever. Among the Phi Beta Kappa men
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chosen from the Alumni last spring, are to be found the names of nine
graduates of the Chi. Our Seniors took little interest in their recent
class election, thinking that editor-in-chief of the Sun (Bro. Stevens),
editor-in-chief of the Era (Bro. Van Sickle), and business-manager of
the Review (Bro. McCall), were sufficient honors. But, unsought for,
the honor of Ivy orator (next to Senior President) was conferred
upon Bro. Stevens, and Historian upon Bro. McCall; Bro. Penny is
again Musical Director of the Glee Club, and two others of its mem

bers are Psi U.'s. In foot ball, base ball, rowing, and lawn tennis,
our men are leaders.

BETA BETA�TRINITY COLLEGE.

We are hardly over the pleasures ofthe initiation period, since, in
accordance with the custom derived from the old order of Beta Beta,
we initiate very late. We welcomed in six new brethren, all steriing
men. Their character is well shown by the remark of a Delta Psi
man, who said to a certain fair maiden in town that " Psi Upsilon had
the best men in '88."

We were happy in entertaining on our initiation evening a number of
brethren from the Beta, Zeta, Gamma and Kappa. Brother Prof Johnson
(Beta, '59) read an essay upon "The Associative Principle," and, later,
a history of the chapter for the past year was read. The gathering
broke up well on in the morning.
By the way, have all the chapters the custom of examining the Fresh

men ? Four weeks after initiation we hold a searching examination of
our Freshmen inthe constitution, by-laws, etc. We find it an eminentiy
good practice.
Our chapter house is neariy completed. We are inclined to be rather

conceited about it, because, as we flatter ourselves that, though it is
small. It is a beautiful building ; and we feel very grateful to the Alumni,whose subscriptions and careful management have raised for our chapter such a pleasant home. Situated on one of the most beautiful streets
of the town. It IS surrounded by fine residences. The occupant of oneofthese (not a college man) said to another (also an outsider) that thevalue of property ought to go up in the vicinity of so beautiful a build
ing^ This may have been exaggeration, but it expressed his feelings.Ihe chapter now numbers eighteen men, a number larger than thatof any other fratemity in college. The college itselfhas a bright prospect betore ,t. The classes are growing larger each year, and new
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buildings and professors are tangible proofs of progress. We have at

present on the Faculty four Psi U. professors, who are well-nigh active
members, so kindly is the interest they take in the daily doings of the

chapter. In college politics we are holding our own. We have the

Managing Editorship of the Tablet for '85 and '86, 'the Presidency
of the Glee Club, and a large number of its members, the Vice-Presi

dency ofthe Whately Club, four men on the college eleven, the winner
of second place, singles, in the inter-collegiate lawn tennis tournament,
and a large percentage ofmen on class elevens and nines.
I cannot close without speaking of the pleasant interchange of hos

pitalities between neighboring chapters and ourselves. The Xi, with
its warm hospitality, is delightfully near us, and the Gamma and

Sigma not so far away as to prevent occasional visits.
Our Convention Committee is organized and at work. We look

�forward to the gathering next June with eager delight and, counting
upon the central location of our chapter, promise ourselves the pleasure
of entertaining a large number of brethren.

ETA�LEHIGH UNIVERSITY.

Our brothers in Psi Upsilon, both individually and collectively, have
shown such interest in the doings of the Eta since her installation, that
they will probably find her second letter to the Diamond more or less
a " rehash " of items already known to them. Our reports being
favorable, however, we hope their repetition will be endured with the
fortitude born of satisfaction.
On Commencement Day we fairly monopolized the honors, five of

the six orators, including the Valediqtorian and the Salutatorian, being
of our number. These poor fellows took leave of our pleasant home
with deep regret, feeling that they would willingly exchange their ex
alted position as Alumni, with all its honors, for the pleasure of remain
ing another year at Lehigh to enjoy the advantages, so long striven

for, of active membership in Psi Upsilon.
On our return in September we found the circle indeed a small one,

but twelve of
,
our undergraduates returning to do battle in the first

campaign of the Eta. However, we filled our pockets with documents
and our mouths with reasoning, to prove that Psi U. is the only respect
able fraternity in America, moved our pins two inches nearer the

front, and sallied forth.
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The effect was dazzling, and the result of our laborsmost satisfactory,
eight of the new men, the most desirable of the lot, being enticed into

the fold. We held our regular initiation Wednesday night, October
8th, and though not honored by the presence of any of the under

graduate brethren from other chapters, we had the pleasure of welcom
ing back several of our own men, who did their duty at the banquet
which followed the ceremonies as if their appetites had only been

sharpened by absence.

In the cases of several of our recruits we won signal victories over

our contemporaries, who were mostly obliged to content themselves

with what Psi U. left. Our most active rival is not Delta Phi, as
would seem probable, though she is undoubtedly the one who will

prove the mettle of our boys in the future ; at present we have to give
our most careful attention to Chi Phi, chiefly on account of her un

scrupulous methods. But this year her lines seem to have fallen in hard

places; of five Freshmen, taken in with the usual haste, four succumbed at
their-examinations, and it looks as if the fifth was booked for Christmas.
In the class elections of this year,we have met with fair success, hav- ,

ing the Treasurer of '86, the Secretary of '87, the Vice-President of '88,
and the Historians of three classes� '85, '87, and '88. The last mentioned
fact may serve as evidence that Psi Upsilon's reputation for literary
men does not suffer with the Eta.
We are also represented on this year's board of editors for our college

annual. The Epitome, though it is not issued by the secret societies.
At the Fall meeting of the Athletic Association, we entered men for

three events, and took them all, thus maintaining our prestige in ath
letics. We hope to do still better in the spring.
Brother Holmes, Chi, '81, has taken up his abode in the chapter

house and fitted up his appartments as if he meant to stay. This
makes our fourth resident member from another chapter, and the
second from the Chi, the others represented being the Beta and the Xi.
Our orchestra is sadly depleted by the departure (in minstrel ver

nacular) of the violin, bass viol, and flute, and we fear their places will
remain vacant for some time to come.

Since our last letter, we have had the pleasure of entertaining Broth
ers Barney and Williams, both of the Chi, the former of whom favored
us with a call during Commencement week, while the latter stopped
off on his way back to college at the beginning of the term.
We ask no greater pleasure than the opportunity of doing the honors by

any brother, active or retired, who can find it convenient to pay us a visit.
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THETA.

'38. Hon. William Taylor, one ofthe best known men in Psi Upsilon, re
sides at Middletown, N. Y.

'43. Asahel C. Geer is connected with the Wood Reaper Mfg. Co., at
Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

'44. Prof. Wendell Lamoroux has been busily engaged for several months
in the preparation of the general catalogue of Union College Alumni.

'50. E. W. Capron is actively engaged in the practice of medicine at

Lansingburgh, N. Y.

'69. J. C. Bell, Jr. has lately recovered from a severe illness.

'71. W. H. Matthews, Jr., a loyal member of the Fraternity and a warm

supporter of the Theta Chapter for many years, died at his home in Glens
Falls, N. Y., in June.
'72. Prof J. B. Price resumed his class work at Union at the commence

ment of this term, and was gladly welcomed by all.

'75. Rev. J. G. Lansing was elected Professor of Oriental Languages and
Literature at the Theological Seminary New Brunswick, N. J., by the last
meeting of the Reformed Church General Synod.
'^6. Joseph B. Price, M. D., has an office at 123 North nth St., Phila

delphia, Pa.
'81. J. P. Lyon is attending the law branch of Union University at Albany,

N. Y.

'81. H. G. Glen was married to Miss Moore, of Schenectady, N. Y., in
October.

'82. E. B. Waller has entered the Princeton Theological Seminary.
'83. J. W. McCauIey is engaged in the study of medicine at Philadelphia,

Pa.

'83. H. F. De Puy is the newly appointed Tutor ofMathematics in Union
College.

'84. Dow Beekman, recently Editor-in-Chief of the Diamond, is Tutor of
Mathematics in the Union Classical Institute, Schenectady, N. Y.

'84. C. A. Kitts is engaged in the manufacture of hosiery at Oswego,
N. Y.
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'85. Frank Moore is connected with the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., at

Pittsburg, Pa.
'86. Addison J. Gallien has a lucrative position in the State Department of

Pubhc Health at Albany, N. Y.

'8"]. Geo. E. Wentworth, has entered the Sophomore class at Williams
College.

DELTA.

'40. Rev. Henry M. Scudder, D.D., ofChicago, spenthis summer vacation
at his cottage on Shelter Island.

'43. William Allen Butler, LL.D., delivered the oration at the cere

monies attending the laying of the corner-stone of the Bartholdi Statue, on
August 5 th.

'43. Rev. George M. Tuthill died at his home in Kalamazoo, Mich., some
time ago.

'45. Rev. Cornelius Earle was the oldest Psi U. present at the installation
of the Eta Chapter last February.
'50. Rev. F. N. Zabriskie, D.D., has changed the field of his labors, and

is now pastor of a church at Claverack, N. Y. He is writing a series of
articles entitled " Old Colony Papers," for the Christian Intelligencer.
'51. At the last University Alumni meeting, the class of 1 85 1 was repre

sented by five men, all of them Psi U's. They were : Austin Abbot, Rev.
E. P. Crane, Henry D. Noyes, M. D., Rev. Geo. M. Vanderlip, and
Charies S. Webb.

'52. Frederick Baker has returned to New York, after enjoying an extend
ed tour through England and the Continent.

'57. Rev. Mancius H. Hutton, D. D., is pastor of the 2d Reformed
Church of New Brunswick, N. J.
'Ti. Henry B. Ellwanger, the only Psi U. of his class, recently died.

He was present at a Delta meeting, only a few weeks before his death.

'^^. Rev. Hugh B. McCauley has accepted the pastorate of a flourishingchurch at Bound Brook, N. J.
'79. E. F. Bermingham, Editor of the American Queen, has recentlytaken to himself a wife, and resides on Staten Island.

f 'I?-. ^^^}f ^- Daniel was united in marriage to Elizabeth M. Brewster,01 Flamfield, N. J., on August sth, at the Crescent Avenue Church of
Plamfield, by Rev. Dr. Ketcham.
'80. Wm. H. Roberts has left the banking business, and is studying for

the ministry at the Union Theological Seminary, as are also Chas. H. G.
Jones, '82, and Stanley White, '84.

'^': ^'i?" '^^^^^^' M. D., has placedhis shingle under that ofDr. Atkin
son at 98 Pineapple St., Brooklyn.

'81 F. S. Wheeler was goal-keeper on the American Lacrosse Team
which was so successful in its trip to England last summer.
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'81. Rev. Geo. M. Duncan secured the first scholarship prize for 1884,
at Yale Theological Seminary, and is taking an extra year at that institu
tion.

'83. H. W. Skerry has been appointed Assistant Surgeon at the U. S.
Marine Hospital, at Stapleton, S. I.

'84. A. S. Lyman has entered the Columbia Law School.

'84. H. B. Windsor has turned �'�cow-boy," and gone to Wichita,
Kansas.

'85. L. L. Tribus and H. J. Wright won the first prize for doubles in the
Lawn Tennis Tournament at Central Park this fall. The prize was a

pair of handsome rackets.

'86. Gaylord S. White has entered the class of '86 at Princeton, and is a

member of the College Choir.

'87. Walter B. Adams is serving as Assistant Librarian to Prof Baird in
the new library of the University.

BETA.

'40. Rev. Henry M. Dexter, D. D., is editor of the Congregationalist, at
Boston, Mass.

'52. Rev. A. N. Lewis is rector of the Reiter Memorial Church of the

Holy Trinity, Westport, Conn.

'53. Hon. A. D. White, President of Cornell College, was chosen Presi
dent of the newly organized American Historical Association at Saratoga,
N. Y., in September, and read a highly valuable paper upon

" Studies of
General History and the History of Civilization."

'53. Edmund C. Stedman has been called to the chair of English Litera
ture at Yale College.

'56. Lewis R. Packard, for many years Professor of the Greek Language
and Literature at Yale College, died in New Haven, Conn., on October 26,
1884.
'59. Hon. Eugene Schuyler, Minister to Greece from the U. S., has

arrived in this country to spend the winter. He denies the report that he
fell into a pit of slacked lime at Athens and was badly burned.

'63. Henry C. DeForest is a member of the bar at Wetmore, Kansas.

'84. W. L. Strong is traveling in Europe.

SIGMA.

'44. Alfred E. Giles, one of the charter members of the Sigma Chapter,
resides at Hyde Park, Mass.

'46. Hon. Franklin J. Dickman resides at Cleveland, Ohio.
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'47. George Capron is located at 7 Exchange Place, Boston, Mass.

'50. Rev. James 0. Murray, D. D., is dean of Princeton College.
'77. Rathbone Gardner is a member of the bar, and may be found at

room 9, Vaughan Building, Providence, R. I.

'78. Crawford A. Nightingale is one of America's champion tennis
players.

'83. Ira Barrows, Jr., is in the jewelry business, ij^ Maiden Lane, N. Y.
City.
'84. Henry B. Gardner is attending Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Md.

GAMMA.

'72. Herbert B. Adams, is Professor of History at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, Baltimore, Md.
'73. Edward M. Hartwell is Associate in Physical Culture and Director

of the gymnasium at Johns Hopkins University.
'78. Married, October 20th, at Norwich, Conn., Miss Florence Bill to J.

H. Selden. G. N. Whipple, Gamma, 78, acted as best man ; and among
the ushers were E. B. Ayres, Gamma, '78, H. N. Gardner, Gamma, '78,
and H. P. Field, Gamma, '80.
'79- J- Frankhn Jameson is Associate Professor of History at Johns Hopkins University.
'80. Rev. John Depew was united in marriage to Miss Mary Child Free

man, at Yarmouth, Maine, on Nov. 13th.
'84. Wilcox and Spafford are studying law in Boston. Dakin is at the

Harvard Law School. Wadsworth is at the Chicago Presbyterian Semi
nary. Atwater, Sawyer, and Wilbur are in business. Wood is teaching.Greene is taking a post-graduate course at Harvard University.

ZETA.

'60. Asa W. Tenney, United States District Attorney, was the "
ora

tor of the party escorting Mr. Blaine through Ohio.

wlttiJ^?/ -^^ ^-"""'i ^ lecturer on the History of Philosophy at JohnsHopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
v 1 i

'70. Abiel Leonard is rector of Trinity Church, Atchison, Kansas.

ffaJed in t�^'''^''''!'�"'^/�^ff?�'�^^^l^^' Letters at Dartmouth, is engaged m the preparation of a " History of American Literature. "

vSlx^^t,I'.Y^^''^^�^^ '' actively engaged in the practice of law at

ulrtfor^' Com!''''^'''^'�" '' Superintendent of the public schools at New
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'77. Edward C. Carrigan is at the head of the evening high school sys
tem of Boston. He was appointed to the State Board of Education last
year by Gov. Butler.

'80. Warren C. French, Jr., is with the firm of Barcroft & Bowen, law
yers, Des Moines, la.
'81. Oscar H. French died at his home, Hartford, Vt., in January.
'81. Edward M. Pearson is now associate editor ofthe Concord Monitor,

�Concord, N. H.
'81. John F. Philbrick is one of the rising lawyers of Bismarck, Dakota.

'8i-'83. Wm. B. Greeley and his brother, A. P. Greeley, are clerks in
the Patent Office at Washington, D. C.

'82. Isaac E. Pearl is a student with the prominent law firm of Fraine &
Teale, Court Street, Boston, Mass.

'83. John T. Cressey is teaching at Croton, N. Y.

'83. Robert I. Marston watches Uncle Sam's landed interests at Carter
Station, Wyoming Territory.

'83. William B. Patterson is Business Principal of the Force School,
Washington, D. C. Address, 911 Massachusetts Avenue.

'84. Louis Bell is attending Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

LAMBDA.

'46. Rev. Wm. Olssen, D. D., is located at Annandale, Dutchess Co.,
N. Y.

'46. E. M. Kellogg, M. D., is the President ofthe Homoeopathic Mutual
Life Ins. Co. of New York.

'47. Israel L. Townsend is rector of the Church of the Incarnation, Wash
ington, D. C.

'48. Hon. Joseph W. Harper, Jr., is the head of the firm of Harper &
Brother, and a Trustee of Columbia College.

'68. Rev. L. R. Dickinson is located at Great Bend, Pa.

KAPPA.

'42. Thomas Tash is Superintendent of the Public Schools of Portland,
Me.

'43. Rev. John M. Mitchell, D.D., resides at 160 Park St, Portland, Me.

'43. Hon. W. D. Northend is a distinguished lawyer of Salem, Mass.

'46. Hon. W. W. Rice was returned to Congress in the Tenth Congres
sional District of Maine, by an unusual majority.
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'48. Rev. Egbert C. Smythe is Professor of Ecclesiastical History at An
dover Seminary.
'62. Edward H. Packard is a Prof, at Princeton.

PSI.

'47. Senator Joseph R. Hawley has been unanimously re-elected Trustee
of the College.
'47. Rev. M. E. Dunham, D.D., is, at present, editing The Living Issue,

the leading Prohibitionist organ in Central New York.

'49. Hon. William B. Ruggles delivered the oration before the Society of
Hamilton Alumni, in June.
'51. Charles DudleyWarner gave one ofhis characteristic addresses before

the Dartmouth Phi Beta Kappa last Commencement.

'64. Rev. H. D. Jenkins, D.D., was selected as poet for the annual meet
ing of the Hamilton Alumni. Although unable to be present he sent on

a poem of unusual interest and merit.

'73. All praise to Rev. C. F. Goss, to whose enthusiastic loyalty and
love of work the Psi undoubtedly owes the possession of a Chapter-house.
'81. E. M. Barber, the representative of the Psi on the Diamond last year,

is studying law in the office of his father, at Joliet, 111.

'83. William B. Brownell has been elected to the chair of Elocution and
Rhetoric in Kansas University.
'84. Henry K. Sanborne writes from Constantinople, Turkey, where he

is located as tutor in Roberts College, that he is surprised at the high stand
ard and rank of the institution.

'84. Louis F. Giroux has accepted a position as tutor in the Protestant
College of Syria, at Beirut.

XI.

'55. Chas. C. Baldwin, of Cleveland, Ohio, has been recently elected
Judge of the Circuit Court of Ohio.

1.'^?; ^^' Willl^'"'^ Francis MallaHen, D. D., was elected Bishop of
the Methodist Episcopal Church at their last general conference.

'62. Hon. John R. Buck of Hartford, Conn., has been returned to Con
gress as Representative from the First District.

'69. Hon. Joseph D. Weeks, of Pittsburg, Pa., did all he could in the re
cent campaign to elect Blaine and Logan, as treasurer ofthe RepublicanJNational Committee, and assistant to the chairman.

'75- Chas. Phelps has just been elected to the Connecticut legislature.
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'75. Oliver A. Coleman is secretary and treasurer of the Georgia Loan
and Trust Company, Americus, Ga.
'81. Thomas K. Eckfelt has resigned his position as tutor of Greek in

Wesleyan, and is pursuing the study of Greek in the American School at
Athens.

'81. Wilham A. Mead has recently been appointed instructor in English
at Wesleyan.
'82. Henry S. White is the newly appointed Tutor of Mathematics in

Wesleyan.

ALPHA.

'51. Samuel A. Green is connected with the Massachusetts Historical
Society, Boston, Mass.
'51. Hon. Joseph H. Sprague, formany years Mayor of Hartford, Conn.,

resides at 7 Winthrop Place, Hartford.

'52. Horatio Alger, Jr., continues his literary labors, and is busy in the
preparation of another of his inimitable stories for boys.
'53. John G. Saxe, the famous poet and devoted Psi Upsilon, lives in re

tirement at Troy, N. Y.

'56. Edward S. Dunster is professor of obstetrics in the Medical Depart
ment ofMichigan University.

UPSILON.

'64. Professor I. F. Quinby, LL. D., has resigned his position as Pro
fessor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in the University of Roches
ter, on account of ill health.

'76. J. T. Ailing lately returned from a tour through Europe.
'76. T. M. Rochester, M. D., is at present practicing in Brooklyn, N. Y.
'80., Francis W. Kelsey is professor of Latin in Lake Forest University.
'81. Guy R. Montgomery, M. D., has a position in the Medical Academy

in Minneapolis, Minn.
'82. Edward R. Jennings is a banker, and located at 25 State Street,

Rochester, N. Y.

'83. F. A. Brown has accepted the position of stenographer in the Su
preme Court of Illinois, and is located at Chicago.
'84. G. T. S. Foote is at present with the Bank of Syracuse.
'84. A. C. Burrows is studying law at his home, Albion, N. Y.

'84. The initial performance of T. D. Wright's new play, "Ivanroff,"
was given in this city lately and received with marked favor.

'84. B. T. Roberts is attending Johns Hopkins' University at Baltimore,
Md.
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IOTA.

'68. Chas. T. Mayo is with S. S. Jewett & Co., Detroit, Mich.

'72. Leonard Blake, Esq. has removed from Gambier, O., to Liberty,
Ind. '.(
'80. William D. Hamilton resides at Columbus, Ohio.
'82. Frank G. Willard is assistant cashier of the First National Bank of

Topeka, Kansas.

PHI.

'61. Chas. Kendall Adams was elected Vice-President of the newly organ
ized American Historical Association, at Saratoga, N. Y., in September.
'61. Jonas H. McGowan, ex-member of Congress from Michigan, resides

at Washington, D. C.

'61. Chas. Kendall Adams, of Michigan University, recently declined
the calls to the Chancellorships of the Universities of Nebraska and Kansas.

'64. Henry M. Herd, M. D., is on the medical staffof the Eastern Michi
gan Asylum, at Pontiac.

'70. T. C. Christy, M. D.,is practicing his profession at 634 5th Avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa.

'70. Arthur C. Adams, M. D., practices at 808 nth St, Washington,

'72. Homer Reed is a real estate and loan-broker, at in West Sixth St,
Kansas City, Mo.
'82. R. B. Oglesbee is in the wholesale lumber business at Plymouth,Indiana.

OMEGA.

'73. Edward Olson is Professor of Greek Language and Literature in
Chicago University.
'80. Ernest W Clement is Professor of Latin in Wayland University,Beaver Dam, Wis. '

'81. Allen R Seaman is a member ofthe law firm ofSeaman and Adams,Opera House Block, Denver, Colo.

PI.

RochesJ^^N^Y. ^^'^^'^' ^"""""'^^ ^^^'^''^ ^^PP^' ^' *=^ty Attomey of

in'HavSia,N.'Y.^"'^^^''^^�'"'^'"P''^�''^^PP^' '" Practicing medicine
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'77. Dr. A. C. Haven has a lucrative pratice in Lake Forest, 111.

'78. Dr. C. S. Dolly, ofRochester, has been chosen by the University of

Pennsylvania to occupy the only American table in the Biological Laboratory
at Naples, Italy. Germany has four representatives in the Labratory, Russia,
Fngland, France, Spain, and the United States one each. America formerly
had two representatives, Williams College and University of Pennsylvania
each furnishing one.

'81. D. E. Smith, of Cortland, has dissolved law partnership with his
father. Judge Smith, and has accepted the chair ofmathematics in the Cort
land State Normal School.

'81. A. A. Hewlett, Jr., of Syracuse has removed to Charleston, S. C,
where Brother Hewlett has a large government contract for building jetties.
to protect the harbor.
'82. Brothers H. A. Dickinson, of Cortland, and F. D. Gott, of Syracuse,

have been admitted to the bar. Brother Gott enters into partnership with
his father.

'84. C. M. Eddy has entered Drew Theological Seminary, N. J.
'84. W. A.' Gere is managing a mica mine in North Carolina.

'84. The marriage ofW. A. Wynkoop, of Syracuse, and Miss Minnie
Jaycox, of Syracuse, daughter of John M. Jaycox, took place September
17th, at the residence of the bride's parents in James Street. TheRev. Dr.
Clark, of St. James Church, conducted the cermony.

'84. Hugh Parker has charge of a graded school at Trenton, N. J.
'85. J. L. Bronner, who left college last winter, and became a reporter

on the New York Morning Journal, has returned to college and will
graduate with his class.

'86. C. F. Lighten has left college, and has gone into the shoe business
with a Syracuse firm.

CHI.

'74. J. F. Gluck is one ofthe most prominent of Buffalo's young lawyers.
'79. W. C. Kerr is a member of the newly organized firm ofWesting-

house, Church & Kerr, of New York city.
'79. W. E. Lucas is private secretary to Mayor Edson, New York city.
'82. F. D. White was admitted to the bar at the October examinations in

Syracuse.
'82. H. M. Dibble is the proprietor of a large plantation at Aiken, S. C.

'83. W. B. Ruggles is store-keeper in the West Shore shops at Frank

fort, N. Y.

'84. T. S. Williams is a reporter on the A'. Y. Commercial Advertiser.

'85. A. A. Welby is draughting in a railway office at Petropolis, Brazil.
' 87. F. E. McCall has entered Harvard University.
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BETA BETA.

'59. Chas. F. Johnson has been elected to the Professorship of English.
'60. E. V. Stoddard, M. D., is to be found at 68 South Washington St

Rochester, N. Y.
& �>

'60. Rev. C. H. W. Stocking was invited to the rectorship of Trinitv
Church, Albany, N. Y.

i- y

'66. Rev. Samuel Hart has been abroad through the summer and a
greater part of the autumn. He returns to college in January.
'71. The Rev. G. W. Douglas was married to Miss Dickey, at Trinity

Church, Newport, R. I., on September 3d.
'82. J. H. McCracken is taking Bro. Prof. Hart's place during his ab

sence.

'83. J. E. Brown and W. S. Short are studying for the ministry at
Berkley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn.

ETA.

'82. C. C. Hopkins is engineering the construction of a reservoir at Savre
Pa. �' '

'83. P.A.Lambert is now numbered among the instructors of the uni
versity.

'83. Walter Briggs is studying law in Scran ten.

^
'83. H. V. Cooke has a position in the pension office at Washington,

'84. A. P. Smith is on the staff of the Eitgineering News, New York

bu?"^' P^a ^' ^""'^"^ '' '" '^'^ ��'^^ �f the Pennsylvania Railroad at Sun-

'84. Lewis B. Semple, salutatorian of '84, is an instructor in the Dio
cesan School at Reading, Pa.

^J7- H. H. Birney is attending John Hopkins University, Baltimore,
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THE EPITOME.

For some years fraternity literature has been made a study by the differ

ent Greek Letter brotherhoods, and, as a result, has taken great strides for
ward.
In the past the different organizations were satisfied with the publication

of unpretentious catalogues, which gave names and addresses and whatever
other information came readily te hand; of song-books, which contained
the lyrical productions of their members, sometimes with music, but fre

quently with merely the words ; and of fugitive pamphlets, printed in many
cases not so much for their literary merit as for convenience of reference or

of distribution among the different chapters.
Within a few years, however, a new tendency has made itself felt. The

leading fraternities, feeling the dignity of years, and realizing that their

membership numbered into the thousands, and included many who had be

come distinguished in the various walks of life, found it necessary to make

greater exertions in order to reach their older and more scattered brethren.

And in this movement Psi Upsilon has led the way, for has she not pro
duced the " College Secret Societies," by the author of the work now under

review, a book which was the forerunner of Baird's " American College
Fraternities," which so commended itself to the fraternity world as to have

passed to a second edition; the " Ninth Catalogue ofthe Psi Upsilon Fra

ternity," which appeared in 1879, that monumental work, which no frater

nity since that time has been able to do more than copy ; and does she not

now put forth the "Psi Upsilon Epitome," a masterpiece in itself, and a

work which must be an authority for years to come ?

The "Epitome" is printed on thick paper with cloth covers, garnet, with
the inscription in gold, thus utilizing the colors of the Fraternity. This in

scription consists, besides the title, of a monogram badge, surrounded by a

halo, and ofthe date 1833-84.
The book is in ten divisions, as follows: Chapter Annals j Insignia;

General Organization ; The Membership j Social Life j Hymnology j
Bibliography J The Honor Roll j The Greek Letter Societies; and Matter

of Experience. Preceding these is a table ofchronology. This covers but six

pages, but contains in brief the history of the Fraternity. It is divided into
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decades, five of which are complete, the sixth just begun. The first event
recorded is "The pledge signed by the founders at Union College;" the

last, "Alumni reunion in New York City; two hundred members pres
ent." Little did the original seven think, at their meeting in 1833, what fifty
years would bring forth ; yet how better could they have builded, if they had
known of this great Delmonico banquet, the largest gathering of its kind
ever held?

Chapter 1., Chapter Annals, opens with the names ofthe founders of the-
Theta Chapter, as they were first known, but the founders of Psi Upsilon as.

they will always be remembered.
In describing the origin ofthe new movement the author states, page 16:

"The times were auspicious. It was the formative period of college socie
ties. The new fraternities already organized at Union were in their infancy,
and their members constituted but a small fraction ofthe many students whom
Dr. Nott's great name had called to the quaint Dutch settlement on the
banks of the Mohawk. "

In this chapter we learn of the first meetings, of the men who attended
them, and of how the young organization "waxed powerful in the halls of
its parent college."
The narrative moves smoothly on, introducing each of the branches in

its turn, giving the charter members and prominent features, until we have
before us the complete organization. Each member of our brotherhood
will, of course, read with most interest the history of his own chapter ; but
few, we think, will pass over the accounts of the sister branches, so well is
the book written, and so difficult is it to feel that one is a member of a part
of the Fraternity.
It leaves us with the impression that we are all members of one grand

chapter, and that while we have come in through different doors, we all
arrive at the same place, the " Dear Old Shrine."
This division ofthe book closes as fohows, page 52 :

"Of the nineteen branches only one lacks a present undergraduate
membership. Of the eighteen others, all save one�and that one was but
briefly inactive�have held meetings uninterruptedly from the first. The
average age of the chapters exceeds thirty years. No chapter has suffered
a change of name. No chapter has been removed from its first site. In
each college the Psi Upsilon has a distinct, an interesting, and an honorable
history, from which every member can derive abundant reason for satisfac
tion and thankfulness."
Chapter II., Insignia, contains first a description of the badge, and

below this a very poetic account of its origin, given by Hon. Clarkson N.
Potter, which we quote, page 55 :
" It is now neariy fifty years since, toward the close of a summer day, a

young man was looking out of an upper window in the South College at
Union. Just then another student entered, and the two friends fell to talk-
mg together of the beauty of the sight, ofthe college, and college affairs.
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Presently two other friends joined them, and their conversation turned upon
the societies ofthe college and the need there was of a new society. At last,
as it grew dark, the visitors arose to leave. It had already been decided that
these young men would endeavor to establish a new fraternity. The four
stood for a moment with their hands clasped across.

' Good-night, thine
�cordially,' said the visitors as they departed. 'Good-night, thine always,'
responded to each the ones who remained.
" It is thus, as I have heard, that our Fraternity was first suggested. It is

to this casual parting that we o�ve the four-sided rhomboidal badge, with its
emblem of clasped hands. It was by these men and their three associates
that the society was established."
The remainder of the chapter is taken up with a description of the various

:guard-pins, posters, " stamps, seals, crests, and monograms in use by the
.several branches or by the individual members. " The open mottoes in use

now and formerly are also given.
Chapter III., General Organization, treats of the different conven

tions of the Fraternity from the first, called together by a notice in the New
York Tribune, at which were present four chapters, represented by forty-
four members, down to and including the fiftieth anniversary at Albany, at
which were eighteen chapters, represented by 234 men.

An incident ofthe Convention of 1858 was the presentation of the follow

ing remarkable report�page 77 :

" It seems that there are twenty-five or more graduate Psi Upsilons in

Wisconsin who wish to have a chapter granted to them. The Legislature
of the State and the Board of Regents have requested that our Fraternity
grant a chapter to their State university. The Faculty of the said university
have requested the same and promised no other society a hold in the

college." The petition, nevertheless, was rejected. �

The Executive Council is here noticed at some length, and a brief biogra
phy of each of its present members is given.
The chapter closes with a description of our different alumni associations,

and all his remarks under this head are best summed up in the author's own

words, page 97 :

" The exercises are largely literary, but everything 'heavy' is abjured.
There is the inevitable supper, and then come the equally inevitable toasts.

Weird-looking programmes, often diamond-shaped, quote profusely, and
with more or less appositeness, from the classic texts which ruined the eyes
�ofsome of the company long ago, and which others have happily forgotten.
' The President of the United States ' is a favorite sentiment just now. The

songs are sung and re-sung. If an undergraduate be present, the assurance

is wrung from him that Theta or Delta is enjoying even more than its usual

prosperity, whereat the Alumni cheer, and each, as the hour grows late,
feels called upon to say a good word for his chapter and another for old
Psi Upsilon."
Chapter IV., The Membeship, opens as follows, page 98 :
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"The society has enjoyed a gradual and constant growth, until six'
thousand and twenty-one members have been added to the original seven."
On the following page, 99, we read :

"This feature ofcontinuity is still more pronounced in the table of class

delegations. Each chapter. Harvard excepted, has been represented in

every class that has matriculated since its establishment, save in the solitary
instance ofthe New York University class of '71. These facts have no par
allel in the history of societies. "
It contains two tables of annual initiations and class delegations, followed

by a third giving a summary of both of these, the three giving the reader a

very complete idea of the distribution of members. Following these come

many and various statistics.
In speaking of the prominent members of the order, the author admits

that "to make selections from the many distinguished names upon our

rolls is neither easy nor pleasant," but in order to be as fair as possible be

gives lists of Pis U. Senators, Representatives, Foreign Ministers, Governors,
Judges, and from among professional men chooses a few of our prominent
Clergymen, Physicians, Lawyers, Essayists, Novehsts, Poets, Journalists,
Scientists, and College Presidents and Professors.
Tables of Relationships follow and the chapter ends with a mention of the

904 who have gone, the ever increasing list of " stelligeri."
From Social Life we quote, page 129, a description of the every-day

fraternity life, from the pen of Hon. John U. Pettit, Theta, '39:
" The Psi Upsilon was never a creed. It was something better. It was

a faith, warm, lively, living, buoyant, glowing, hopeful. Life was social;
we became friends. Good work depends on who can do it best ; we became
chosen friends. All honest life has common duties : we worked together.
The strong are stronger than the weak ; we helped each other. With like
studies, tastes, purposes, ambitions, hopes, helping an,d supporting and
cheering each other on the way, all grew warm and close to each other by
very contact, and so close it seemed we could almost feel the beating of
every brother's heart. At its birth and in its cradle, Psi Upsilon was a mar
velous child of fuU health and strength and beauty. From the beginning,
the Psi Upsilon was a free republic; but, better, it was a republic of love."
Quotations from the words of many of the eariier brethren follow, show

ing that their "love is burning yet." A description of the chapter house
at present in use or in course of erection consumes the remainder of this
division, the progress in this work being dated page 150.
"It may have been gathered from this account that, before the close of

the present year, ten of the eighteen living chapters will probably have halls
built or building; and before very long all will be similarly provided for."
Other phases of social life are given, but the best and most hallowed are

from necessity passed over as being those "to which the publicity of type
may not be given. "

Chapter VI., Hymonlogy, treats of our songs and song-writers, telling
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the history of, or quoting from such old familiar lyrics as the " Smoking
Song," " Brothers, the Day is Ended," "Dear Old Shrine," and others
while of the Latin odes the author writes page 168 :

"All these hymns show that happy disregard of Latin forms and idioms
which characterize student attempts at versification in the language of the
noble Romans; but the current report that Professor Harkness fainted
when he heard cordia used by poetic license for corda, to help out the third
line of the 'Carmen,' is untrue."

Prof Boyesen, page 177, says of our book as a whole : "When I take
the song-book of the Fraternity, and read all these songs, full of the
heartiest lyrical feeling and most beautiful spontaneity of expression, that
sort of rousing rhythm that makes a song a song, it seems strange to me

that we should not have heard of them outside the Fraternity
We ought to be prouder of this book than we are. I have compared it
with other song-books, and have found in none so much genuine poetical
talent."

Bibliography is devoted mainly to a description of over nine catalogues
and eight song-books. Other publications are noted in brief, and a list of
the more important addresses which have been published is given ; but a

description of all the public prints would be impossible, their number being
very large, as maybe seen from the closing words ofthe chapter, page 199 :

"The largest collection of Psi Upsilon pubhcations, memorabilia, and

newspaper references, is held by the Chi Chapter, which has a complete set

of catalogues, all the song-books except the first, most of the addresses and

poems, and a vast number�though the list is by no means complete�of
minor issues. "Next to this is supposed to rank the present writer's col

lection, which includes several hundred different pieces."
Chapter VIII.,The Honor Roll, opens frankly as follows, page 200 :

"He who reads this chapter expecting to find a demonstration that the

society contains most of the scholars, athletes, and class presidents in the

principal colleges, will be disappointed." And further down the page,
"Frankly is it admitted in the outset, that, in some of the colleges, other
organizations have had more honor-men than we."

But it must not be understood from this that Psi Upsilon yields to any
other her honorable place. Many comparisons with the other leading fra
ternities show her well in the front, and in every Psi Upsilon college a com

parison with all the other Greek Letter organizations in parallel cases,makes
a showing of which, to say the least, we need never be ashamed.
And among The Greek Letter societies which one has more reason to be

proud than Psi Upsilon ? We quote :

Page 220�
" Psi Upsilon is the oldest chaptered secret society, in point

of active, continuous life, at New York, Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, Colum
bia, Wesleyan, and Chicago. It is second in age at Amherst and Bowdoin,
and third at Hamilton. AtRochester, Michigan, Syracuse, Cornell, andTrin-
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ity, it succeeded to societies that were established far back in the early years
of their respective institutions."

Page 224�
" Taking the entire lists of all the fraternities, it appears that

Psi Upsilon more carefully than any other has confined itself to the historic
and leading colleges. Probably time will vindicate the accuracy of our

judgment in regard to every college that we have chartered."

Page 226�"At ten of its present eighteen colleges, the alumni lists of

Psi Upsilon are longer than any other, or are fully equal to any. Nowhere
is our roll the shortest, and hardly anywhere does it fall far short of the

longest."
A summary of the three leading fraternities is given :

Page 227�
" During the long course of fifty years. Alpha Delta Phi has

sought many whose scholarship seemed to " outsiders" their chief qualifi
cation. Psi Upsilon has paid rather more attention to congeniality and
social position, without, however, neglecting scholarship ; while Delta

Kappa Epsilon, the youngest of the triad, has found some adherents among
students whom its elders�perhaps without sufficient reason�thought inel
igible."
Of " matter of experience " there is little to say. This chapter speaks for

itself When such men as Rev. H. M. Dexter, D. D., Hon. Alex. H. Rice,
Prof. Albert Harkness, Ex-Gov. Daniel H. Chamberlain, LL. D., Hon.
Benj. K. Phelps, Prof. W. W. Goodwin, Prof James M. Pierce, Hon.

Chauncey M. Depew, Gen. Joseph R. Hawley, and many others, write as

they do of our grand old Fraternity, we " of the later time " can take cour

age ; Psi Upsilon stands unexcelled, the first among the brotherhoods, the
noblest of the Greek Letter organizations.
And so the book closes. It is singularly well written ; the style is fasci

nating, and one passes from page to page, finding each more interesting
than the former, until, when he puts down the book, it is with the feeling
that there is but one fraternity, and that is Psi Upsilon.

A SYSTEM OF PSYCHOLOGY.

"A System of Psychology," by Daniel Greenleaf Thompson, Gamma
Chapter, Class of 1869, has been completed and published by Longmans,
Green & Co., of London, England. The work is issued in two octavo

volumes, of about six hundred pages each, and presents a connected and
complete account of the science of mind as the author conceives it to exist
at the present date. The work follows along the line of modern English
scientific thought, and aims to give an exposition of mental facts as they ap
pear in the light of the law of evolution. The work was commenced by Mr.
Thompson about ten years ago, and has been finished by him in his mo
ments of leisure in the midst of an engrossing professional practice.
The author has long enjoyed the acquaintance of many of the leading
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�scientific men of England, and portions of this work have already been pub
lished in Mind, the leading English Journal of Psychology and Philosophy.
The work is mainly expository, and it treats, after an introduction, of the
general aspects of mental states, their genesis, the factors of their develop
ment, and the general course of development. The work then takes

up mental states considered as products, and sets forth the varieties
�of cognitive integrations, pleasures and pains, ends and dispositions,
and discusses the ethical questions of the comparative value of ends
and dispositions, and the summum bonum. The treatment of pleasures
and pains is entirely novel. There has never been a full formula
tion of the laws of development of mental states until Mr. Thompson made
�one ; and in general it may be said that this is the first systematic psycholo-
;gical work by any American from the modern experiential philosophical
point of view. The discussions upon the subjects of Space, the Intuitional

Philosophy, and Necessary Truth,will interest those who are fond of philoso
phical polemics.

AN APPEAL TO C^SAR.

Under the above title appears from the press of Fords, Howard &

Hulbert, New York City, another of Judge A. W. Tourgee's (Upsilon, '62)
interesting books upon the South. It contains 422 pages. It opens with a

�charming sketch of President Garfield, which shows the latter's deep interest
in the vital question with which this book deals, the promise which he se

cured from Judge Tourgee, and which brought forth this interesting contri
bution. The book carries us back to the days preceding the war, shows the

�obligation of the North to educate the negro, inasmuch as they have freed

him, and how the North has given over this duty to other means, such as

-emigration to Africa and increase of trade. The Southern whites are

unwilling to see the negro become the political master; but the rapid
increase in the colored population makes this inevitable. The author urges
�the national government to adopt a plan for negro education, and warns the
people to beware of the evils which must arise from a conflict between two

peoples so different, who are compelled to live as neighbors. The book is
a rare combination of history, political science, and Southern life. The facts
which the author presents are substantiated by tabulated statistics. Judge
Tourgee is renowned as a political logician, and this latest appeal to the

people shows a condition of things unappreciated and a peril ofan imminent

character.

RECORD OF A BLAMELESS LIFE.

A neat little volume of 56 pages has made its appearance from the press of

Brandow & Barton, Albany, N. Y. It is the work of Professor I. B. Price

(Theta, '72), and treats of the life and work of Rev. Joseph Davis. The sub-
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ject of the sketch was a graduate of Union College in the class of '^6 and
for a few years a tutor in that institution, who died in January, 1884. The
book is a testimonial from Mr. Davis' fellow-laborers in the college. It-
shows careful compilation, and is an exemplification of the title of the volume.
It is a neat typographical undertaking, and reflects credit upon Professor
Price for his careful labors.

CICERO DE SENECTUTE AND DE AMICITIA.

The above is an American edition of Professor Reid, of Cambridge's
work, by Francis W. Kelsey (Upsilon, '80). It shows careful and thorough
work, both in the re-casting and enlarging of the introductions and the
analysis of the subject-matter, which has been thoroughly re-arranged.
The author has aimed to give aid on difficult points, and calls especial atten
tion to the finer usages of Latin. It is a rarely well-prepared edition, worthy
ofa cordial reception, and has been highly commended. It is published by
John Allyn, 30 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass., and contains 279 pages.

THE PRINCESS-THE LADY OF THE LAKE�SELECT POEMS
OF TENNYSON.

The above are the latest products of the literary labor of W. J. Rolfe
(Gamma, '49), the eminent 'Shakespearean editor and critic. These
editions, like others from the pen of this gifted scholar, show inimitable skiU
m compilation, and will take the place in educational circles gained by all
the works of Professor Rolfe. They are published by James R. Osgood& Co., single volumes, 6 mo.
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ISAIAH BENJAMIN PRICE, THETA, '72.
The sad intelligence has just been received of the death of I. B. Price,

Theta, '72. The announcement, although a severe shock to the many
friends and admirers of Prof. Price in Psi Upsilon and throughout the edu
cational world, yet was not unexpected, as he had been a sufferer for a long
time from the disease which finally caused his death.

The lateness of the receipt of the intelligence of his death prevents an

extended memoir of the life of our lamented brother, but a few lines will
suffice to show his genial, upright character and his warm devotion to Psi

Upsilon. He was born at Newmarket, Virginia, of Quaker parents. En

tering Union, he graduated in the class of '72, took a graduate course at
the University of Edinburgh, and was thereupon appointed tutor of
mathematics in Union. He succeeded Prof. Jackson as Professor of
Marhematics in 1877, and shortly afterward was made Adjunct Professor of
Physics. His text-book upon trigonometry is used in the college.

Overwork was the cause of his first prostration, and for a few years he
has been compelled to relinquish his active duties. At the commencement
of this year he resumed a portion of his classwork, but the resumption was

of short duration. As an instructor he endeared himself to all, and has left
a heritage of warm remembrances in the memories of the hundreds
who have attended his classes. His connection with Psi Upsilon began
early in his college course, and until the time of his decease he was a loyal
member of the order, and a devoted supporter of the Theta Chapter. The
writer of this sketch enjoyed the privilege of a personal acquaintance with
Brother Price, was an admirer of his character as an upright Christian
man, and was proud of his belief in, and active support of, our order.

His last attendance at a Psi Upsilon meeting, or reunion, was at the ex

ercises commemorative of the 50th birthday of Psi Upsilon, in Albany,
May 23, 1883, at the Old Capitol. Upon that occasion he delivered the
Address of Welcome to the delegates, and the writer can not refrain from
quoting a few words from that address.

" You are assembled here to legislate for the future good or ill of Psi
Upsilon ; to celebrate the 50th anniversary of her birth ; to brighten the
memories of a time vi'hen a few young men met in Union, beside the Mo
hawk, and with a wiser and more beneficent purpose than they then real
ized, resolved to symbolize by the clasped hands, an ancient symbol of
friendship, and our unwritten motto, so tenderly suggestive, a uiiion which
should bind them, their children, and their children's children for many gen
erations, in a friendship pure and binding. � * � Within our mystic
bounds we have seen a steady and perpetual strengthening of those bonds
of friendship and fellowship which are the hallowed ties binding us to

gether. "

The memory of this quiet, dignified man, who spoke these simple yet
expressive words of greeting to the many Psi Upsilons gathered to

gether on that memorable occasion, will ever be cherished by those who,
in the intercourse of college, society, and home life knew him to be a true

man, combining in his nature all the elements of purity, uprightness, and
kindliness, and one who suffered with remarkable patience during a linger
ing illness, awaiting with Christian fortitude the end.



76 COMMUNICA TION.

Commnication from the Executive Council.

Pursuant to General Resolution No. 15, of 1884, the Council has

appointed the following committee to consider the advisability of re

vising and reprinting the Psi Upsilon Song Book, viz.:

�GEO. E. AIKEN (Gamma, '57) 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

WILLIAM D. HOLMES (Chi, '81) P. O. Box 1720, New York City.

-GEO. B. PENNY (Chi, '85) Cornell University, Ithica, N. Y.

"To either of whom communications on the subject may be addressed.

The organization ofthe Council for i884-'5 is:

HERBERT L. BRIDGEMAN,President, 53 Park Place, New York City.

BENJAMIN H. BAYLISS 170 Broadway, New York City.

HENRY C. JOHNSON Bethlehem, Pa.

FRANCIS S. BANGS, Secretary and Treasurer,
45 William Street, New York City.

WILLIAM M. KINGSLEY, Assistant Secretary,
59 Wall Street, New York City.

It is desired that correspondence intended for the Council, or for
the Secretary and Treasurer, shall be addressed to P. O. Box 1720
Kew York City.

Brother W. M. Kingsley (Delta, '83) was elected a member of the
�Council by the Council in place of Lyman H. Bagg (Beta, '69), de-
�clined.
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